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Accelerated life tests, in which more than one stress is often involved, have be

come widely used in today's industries to obtain the times-to-failure and reliability 

information under normal use conditions. Tests are conducted at higher than nor

mal levels of stresses to shorten the test duration. A physical-statistical model is 

needed to extrapolate the results from test conditions to usage conditions. The 

generalized Weibull and lognormal log-linear models, as two general ALT families, 

cover almost all .A.LT models which are currently in use in reliability engineering 

for this purpose. However, the development of multiple-stress ALTs has been hin

dered by the difficulty of performing adequate and satisfactory model fitting. This 

study presents an extensive research on both point and interval estimates of model 

parameters. 

The maximum likelihood estimates (MLE), as the first choice of the point es

timate, have preferable statistical properties and well-developed theories. Due to 

complication of the models and data patterns, a robust and efficient algorithm is 

essential to successful implementation of the ML estimation. Unfortunately, the 

current methods become impractical, and no effective and practical approach has 

been developed yet for the generalized Weibull and lognormal log-linear models. .A 

new approach to obtain ML point estimators of the parameters for both models, 

which takes advantage of the generalized linear model (GLM), has been proposed 

and extensively studied in this research. The algorithm always converges to the 

MLE, and is generally numerically stable and easily programmed. The superiority 

is that it does not depend much on the starting values. This proposed method 

might generate a long-standing method to obtain the MLE for the ALT and other 

models which have two sets of unknown parameters, one in the mean function and 
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other in the variance function. 

The likelihood ratio (LR) confidence intervals have been concluded generally to 

be the best among the available approximate confidence methods, based on recent 

research. The LR confidence bound method is successfully applied to calculate the 

confidence limits on the reliability under the use conditions in this study. Fur

thermore, the study has established a general method to calculate the LR ratio 

confidence limits on a function of unknown parameters. 

The procedures of point and interval estimates have been developed and their 

virtues have been demonstrated with several numerical examples using actual ac

celerated life test data. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation makes contribution to methodologies of numerically perform

ing the maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of the Weibull and the 

lognormal log-linear accelerated life test (ALT) models, and obtaining the likelihood 

ratio (LR) confidence limits on reliability under normal use conditions. 

1.1 ACCELERATED RELIABILITY LIFE TEST 

Accelerated reliability life tests are used to obtain timely information on the times-

to-failure distributions of components or systems under their use conditions. With 

the rapid change in technology, shorter period in product development, and cus

tomer expectation for higher and higher reliability, the accelerated life tests (.ALTs) 

have become more and more useful and important in today's industries. Highly reli

able and complex systems require extremely reliable components. Usually, manufac

turers cannot wait to accumulate failure data from field performance to demonstrate 

their product's reliability, because of extremely long expected lifetimes, a highly 

competitive market and short new product cycles. Hence, the need for more reli

ability life tests has been increased. However, most modern components/products 

are designed and manufactured to achieve very high reliability and quality. The 

products can operate for years, decades or even longer without failure. Thus, few 

failures will be observed in a test of practical length under normal use conditions. 

On the other hand, the times to market of a product tend to become shorter and 

shorter. For example, the design and construction of a communications satellite 

may allow only 8 months to test components that are expected to be in service 

for 10 or more years [80]. Therefore, quantifying the times-to-failure distribution 
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or reliability of a highly reliable product is relatively difficult and sometimes is 

impossible if ordinary reliability life testing is used within a reasonable period of 

time. However, tests at high levels of stress(es) can speed up the failure process 

and shorten the times to failure significantly. Therefore, the accelerated life tests 

are widely used in today's manufacturing industries. 

Generally, the .A.LT makes the "time" go more quickly so that the reliability 

information can be obtained more rapidly. The ALT takes advantages of that the 

environmental stresses have significant effects on the times to failure. To shorten 

the test duration, test units are subjected to higher than usual (operating or de

sign) levels of single or multiple accelerating factors or stresses, such as temperature, 

voltage, humidity, vibration, dust, mechanical stress, pressure, force and use-rate. 

The times-to-failure data are obtained from the ALT at higher levels of stress(es). 

However, the main purpose of the ALT is to obtain the times-to-failure distribution 

or reliability under lower, normal use conditions. Therefore, a physically reason

able statistical model is needed not only to summarize the test results but also to 

extrapolate the results from accelerated test conditions to normal use conditions. 

The log-linear model is one of the most widely-used accelerated life-stress models 

in reliability engineering for this purpose. 

1.2 LOG-LINEAR MODEL 

The accelerated life-stress models are developed to extrapolate from test condi

tions to design or use conditions. Much of the previous work in the ALT model 

has focused on modeling the life as a function of only one accelerating stress. In 

reality, a product is always e.xposed to a multiple-stress environment. More than 

one environmental factor may have effect on product's failure process. Many testing 

facilities have been developed to apply multiple stresses to the test units. The multi-
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stress accelerated life testing tends to be more and more popular. For example, the 

temperature-cycling ALT is a prevailing test in the electronic industry, involving at 

least four stresses; i.e, maximum temperature, temperature range, ramp rate, and 

dwell time [57] [62]. Therefore, developing models for two or more stresses is impor

tant for many real applications [10] [14] [15] [18] [80]. The log-linear model is such 

a life-stress family for multi-stress testing. It is an empirical-physical acceleration 

model. The general assumption of the log-linear model is that the "nominal" life, 

Lt, has a log-linear relationship with the transformed variables, or 

loge = Qo + Oi JVi + f-Qm-'^mi (l-l) 

where the X 'jS are transformed variables (j = 1, 2, ..., m). Any Xj is a known 

function of one or more basic engineering stresses. These transformations should 

be reasonably selected, based on the failure mechanisms or the physics of failures. 

For example, an .Arrhenius relation is usually assumed for the thermal stress (tem

perature, T, "K), which is 

^ -So. 
Lf — C , 

which transfers to 

logg IT = + 

It may be seen that the model variable now is 

A- = 
T 

Since the X'jS represent the actual stresses, S,'s, in the log-linear model as the 

independent variables, they will be referred as to the stresses in this dissertation. 

The coefficients, a^s, are model parameters to be estimated from test data. 

The linear relationship is used mostly because it is mathematically convenient 

and physically adequate rather than "correct" [80] [81] [96] [99]. An advanatge of 
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the log-linear model is that it shows the relative importance of the transformed 

stresses (therefore, the stresses themselves) in influencing the failure behavior, the 

failure process and the times to failure, regardless of whether the model is strictly 

correct [99]. 

Note that many well-known and commonly-used .A.LT models, including the 

.•\rrhenius, inverse power law, the Eyring model and their combination models, are 

the special cases of the log-linear family. These .ALT models have gained acceptance 

in reliability engineering because they have many successful applications and general 

agreement of testing results with the field data [81] [96]. 

The .A.rrhenius model, developed at the end of 19th century to describe the re

action rates of chemical processes, has found applications in accelerated life testing. 

The Arrhenius life relationship is expressed by [61] 

where 

Lt = "nominal" life or times to failure of the product, 

Ea = activation energy (electron volts or eV), 

K = Boltzman's constant = 8.623 x lO'^eV/K, 

T = absolute temperature, in degree Kelvin,"K", 

and 

C = model constant. 

Taking the logarithm of both sides of the Eq. (1.2), yields 

Lt = Ce^, (1.2) 

(1.3) 
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If let Go = loggC, ai = and A'l = j;, the Arrhenius life relationship becomes 

= <^0 + «i Ai, (1--4) 

which belongs to the log-linear model of Eq. (1.1) with one independent variable 

of A'l only. 

.A.n alternative to the .A-rrhenius relationship for thermal acceleration is the 

Eyring model, which is based on quantum mechanics. The Eyring model for "nom

inal" life as a function of the absolute temperature, T, is given by [61] 

= (1.5) 

where A and B are parameters. Taking the logarithm of both sides of the equation, 

yields 

\og,LT = A + B^-\og,T. (1.6) 

Letting oq = .A, oi = B, and A"i = Eq. (1.6) becomes 

loge At — logg T, (1.7) 

which is a log-linear model with an offset term of ( — 1) log^ T. 

The most commonly-used model for single non-thermal accelerating stress is the 

Inverse Power Law, where the relationship between a typical life, Lt, of a product 

and the nonthermal stress, V, is given by [61] 

= (1-8) 

where K and m are parameters. Taking the logarithm of both sides, yields the 

log-linear form of 

lt)ge = QO + Ol (1--9) 
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where 

«o = - loge A', 

Cli = —/72, 

and 

^Vi=log,V. 

For example, the fatigue life in cycles to failure, N, under a constant-amplitude 

stress, S, is usually modeled by the Basquin Equation [69] [96] which is nothing but 

an Inverse Power Law, 

iV = .4S-^, 

or 

log« N = log^ .4 + (-m) loge S, 

hence, 

logj N = qq + Qi Xi, 

where 

no = logj .4, 

= —rn, 

and 

A'i=log,S. 

The generalized Eyring model has been used to describe accelerated life tests 

with one thermal stress and one nonthermal accelerating variable (such as humidity 
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or voltage). The typical product life as a function of absolute temperature, T, and 

another stress, V, is e.xpressed as [61] 

Lt = —eT^ 
AT 

A'2 = V, 

and 

(1.10) 

Taking the logarithm of both sides of Eq. (1.10), yields 

loge^r = -loge.4 + -^ -CV - log^r, (1.11) 

which is equivalent to the log-linear relationship of 

logg Lf = oq + Qi ATi + 02 X2 + 0.3 ^3 ~ ^oggT, (1^-1-) 

where 

ao = - logs A, 

B 

a2 = — C, 

D 
0 3 -

Y _i 

A-3 = I; v. 
T 

Note that two engineering basic stresses, T and V, are studied in this test. However, 

three independent variables, ATi, X2 and A '3  occur in the log-linear model. .Actually 

A3 = ATi A'2 is an interaction term for A'l = 1/T and Xo = V. 

-Another widely-used model for temperature and second nonthermal stress is a 

combination of the Arrhenius and Inverse Power Law, the Bazovsky model [-59] or 

Peck's relationship [96]. The typical life is given by 

(1.13) 
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Rearranging Eq. (1.13) results in the log-linear relationship of 

E 1 
log, Lr = log, C + m log, V + 

or 

logg Lt = qq "I" + ̂ 2 •'^2) 

where 

ao = log, C, 

Qi = 171, 

Ea 
a2 = Y' 

= log, V, 

and 

Y _1 X . - T -

Many accelerated life tests for electronics employ high temperature and humid

ity. A Temperature-Humidity model, based on the Eyring model, provides the 

life-stress relationship of 

r , Ji-+JL L t  =  A e K T ^ H  ^  

which also can be rewritten in a log-linear form of 

$ 1 1 
log, Lt = log, A -I- —- + ,^3—, 

or 

log, Lt — qq + Oi yVi -|- 02 X2-
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It may be seen that most commonly-used ALT models are the members of the 

log-linear family. In other words, the log-linear model, as a general .ALT model, can 

be applied to a variety of products with all types of accelerated stresses. 

Generally speaking, the log-linear model is a nonparametric model. However, 

it is usually used in parametric analyses with an assumed form of the life distribu

tion, since the parametric models provide important practical advantages for most 

applications [80] [81] [84] [96]. 

A parametric acceleration model consists of a statistical distribution for the de

pendent variable, or the times to failure, at any given stress level and relationships 

for the distribution's parameters. The relationships e.xpress the distribution pa

rameters as function(s) of the independent variables (stresses) and unknown model 

coefficients. 

The general assumptions of the parametric log-linear model are the following: 

1. The times-to-failure distribution at a given stress level is usually assumed 

to be one from log-location-scale distribution family which includes the log-

normal, the Weibull, and others. The CDF of the log-location-scale family 

distribution [80] is 

(1.14) 

where 

G{-) = standard CDF which does not depend on any unknown 

parameters, 

fjL = location parameter for logg t, 

a = scale parameter for log^ t. 
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The jj. represents the general trend of log tlmes-to-failure data over the stress 

range, and a represents the scatter or spread of the log times-to-fallure data. 

2. The location parameter, fi, has a linear relationship with the transformed 

variables, or 

/Z = ao + Ol'^1 + • • • + Qm(^-1^5) 

where a'jS are empirical unknown coefficients to be estimated from test data. 

3. The scale parameter, cr, is usually assumed to simply remain constant, or it 

does not depend on the stresses in engineering practices because it is conve

nient for data analyses and adequate in modeling some experimental data [80] 

[81] [84] [96] [97]; i.e., 

cr = constant. (1^-1^6) 

Most of previous statistical research and reliability engineering practice with 

accelerated life testing has assumed that the times to failure follow a log-

location-scale distribution for which the location parameter, /i, varies with 

stress(es) but the scale parameter, cr, is constant [80] [81] [96] [124] [125]. 

However, the theoretical and experimental studies of microelectronics relia

bility, reliability physics and fatigue failures have shown that a is often stress-

dependent [20]. The analyzed results from ALT data by Nelson (1984, 1990), 

Boyko and Gerlach (1989), Schreiber and Grabe (1981), Glaser (1984), Joyce 

(1985), McPherson and Baglee (1985), Schwarz and Felton (1985), Schwarz 

(1989), Hiergeist (1989),Chan (1991), and Li, Ting and Kwong (1989) in [87] 

show clearly that cr depends on the stress(es). Usually, cr increases with de

creasing stress(es). If this relationship is ignored, the reliability estimate at 
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use conditions would be too optimistic [112]. Consequently, in this study, the 

scale parameter, o (lognormal a or Weibull 3), will be modeled as a func

tion of a number of stresses to make the log-linear model more general and 

comprehensive, or 

•7 '  '  '  1 

where 5,'s are basic variables (stresses) and p is the number of stresses. Two 

stress-dependent a models have been proposed and studied. 

(i). Nelson, et al suggested a log-linear function of the transformed stress(es) 

[31] [96], or 

logg 0" = 6o H-6i -I- h bm (1-17) 

(ii). Based on the physics of special failure mechanisms, Joyce and Schwarz 

developed another form of a a model where a has a linear relationship 

with transformed stress(es) [56] [112], or 

cr = 6o-I-6i A L-I- h bm X,„, (1-18) 

where, the transformed stresses, X^'s, and the number of A' terms in 

these <7 models of Eqs.(1.17) and (1.18) may differ from those in the jx 

model of Eq. (1.15). 

Both cr models will be covered in this study. 

For example, fatigue life, or cycles to failure, under a constant-amplitude stress 

is usually represented by the lognormal log-linear model,  or so-called p — S — N 

curves. The cycles to failure, iV, at any given stress level, 5, are assumed to have 

a lognormal distribution. Thus, log^ N is normally distributed, or 

•oge N <r). 
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Having studied many published fatigue test data, it has been found that, in most 

cases, the n has a linear trend with log^ S [69] [97] [124] [132]. Hence, the /z model 

usually takes the form of 

// = fio + ai logg 5, 

or a log-linear relationship of 

= ao + ai <Yi, 

where 

^VL = log,5. 

In other cases, the mean of the log cycles to failure even shows the nonlinear behavior 

with logg S. When the S - N data show to be clearly the nonlinear on the log-log 

plane, the linear function is not adequate and a quadratic function has to be used, 

or 

H = ao+ai logg 5 + 02 (log^ 5)^ 

which can also be written as a log-linear relationship of 

/i = do "t" *^1 I ®2 -^21 

where 

A'l = logg 5, 

and 

A-2 = (loggS)2. 
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The traditional fatigue data analysis assumes that a is stress-independent or a 

constant, which is the case sometimes. In most cases, a shows the linear trend with 

loggS which includes the constant a as its special case [125], or 

cr = feo + loge S, 

or 

<7 = 6o + bi XI,  

where 

A'l =log«S. 

If 6i = 0, the a model is reduced to a constant. Other a models are also proposed, 

such as [97] [124] 

<7 = 6o + 6i AI + 62 -^21 

a = . 

In summary, the generalized parametric log-linear model is that the times to 

failure at any stress level follow a log-location-scale distribution for which the loca

tion parameter has a linear relationship with the transformed stresses (independent 

variables in this model) and for which the scale parameter also varies with stress(es), 

either in a log-linear relationship or in a linear relationship with independent vari

ables; i.e.. 

and 

(1.19) 

where 

/z(X) = Go -f- Ci Ai -I- • • • -I- Xfn,  (1.20) 
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and 

loge O'(X) = feo + ̂ 1 1 + • • • + (l--2^) 

or 

CT(X) = bo + bi Xi + • • • + bjn Xm- (1--22) 

The linear coefficients, a'^s and b'^s,  are unknown parameters. These parameters 

must be estimated from test data. 

The quantile function, or the 100P% percentile, of the log-linear model 

\oggTp = Qq + ai Xi + • • • + Gjn Xm G '(P)(7 (1.23) 

is also a function of XjS. Such a relationship between a specified percentile of life 

(times to failure) and independent variables is known as a "log-linear relationship" 

[80] [97]. The acceleration factor, Af, in the log-linear .ALT model is then given by 

[61] 

Li A 

or 

pQo+ai XiyH l-Om XnU+G~^{P) (Tij 
4=- = (1.24) 

gOO+ai +0m XmA-^G~^{P) a A ' 

where 

Lu = product's life under use stresses. 

La = product's life at accelerated stress(es), 

Xju = stress under use conditions, j  = 1, 2, ..., m, 

XjA = stress under accelerated conditions, j =1,2, ..., m, 

cu = cr under use condition, 
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and 

(7,4 = a under accelerated condition. 

When the a is stress-independent, au = cr^, Then, the acceleration factor becomes 

„ai A'U;H ham ^mU 
Ap = 

gOl /Vi^H hQnrv XmA ' 

or 

-Vlt/H ham-V(a 1 .YmH hOm-Vm^) r — ^ ) 

_ Q<il{-^\U-XlA)+—+<im{XmU-'^mA) 

f^a,(X,u-XjA) 
= 6-'=' . (^-25) 

On the other hand, the log times to failure can be expressed as a linear model 

of independent variables, or 

loge f = QO + Ol ^^1 + 1-Qm+ €) (1-26) 

where the error term e has a mean of zero and a standard deviation of a. It 

has to be pointed out that this linear model is not a classical linear model (the 

standard normal theory linear model). In most cases, the error terms are no longer 

independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) ^\A(0, a) random variables. 

Since the Weibull and lognormal distributions are the most widely used statisti-

cal models for times-to-failure data, the actually-used parametric log-linear models 

are the Weibull log-linear and the lognormal log-linear models [15] [16] [19] [22] [25] 

[30] [34] [40] [42] [49] [51] [67] [89] [92] [105] [115] [118] [130] [131]. 

1.3 JVIOTIVATION OF THIS STUDY 

•After conducting AL testing, the next important step is to fit the log-linear .ALT 

model to the test results, or estimate the model parameters from test data. How

ever, the ALT data analysis methods for the log-linear model have not been so well 
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developed and integrated yet, and no easy-to-use software is available to the data 

analysts and reliability engineers, especially for the generalized log-linear model 

with non-constant a. Generally speaking, the ALT data analysis is very difficult 

because of the complexity of the ALT model and the characteristics of the ALT data. 

It has been realized that the ALT data analysis is much more difficult than the ordi

nary life-test data analysis. It is a "dynamic" problem over the stress(es). Multiple 

stresses make the parameter estimations even more difficult. Over the years, nu

merous papers and chapters have been written on the topics of .ALT modeling and 

.A.L test plans. .A. few focused on the model parameter estimation in details, which 

usually addressed the specific single-stress models such as the VVeibull Inverse Power 

Law. .Almost no parameter estimation method for the log-linear model with stress-

dependent a has been published, e.xcept a light touch on the specific single-stress 

cases such as the fatigue-test data analysis [96] [97]. 

It is generally believed that the ALT data statistical analysis for the log-linear 

model is complicated because of the following facts: 

1. The times-to-failure data can not be modeled with a normal distribution. 

2. Too many unknown parameters are involved in the model, especially for the 

multi-stress cases and stress-dependent a models. 

3. In the multi-stress cases, there are more than one independent variables. Some 

of these factors (transformed stresses) may be correlated. 

4. The times-to-failure data are obtained at the different stress levels. 

5. The scatter of the times to failure depends on the stress level. Typically, the 

lower the stress level, the larger the value of a. 

6. The data set is often incomplete; i.e., censored data e-xist. 
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7. The data set is usually unbalanced; the number of test units at different stress 

levels may be different. At some stress levels, there may be only a few failures. 

8. Measurement errors may be importantly large. 

Basically, two parameter-estimation methods may be employed to analyze the 

•ALT data for the log-linear model. 

The least squares (LS) method is relatively easy to execute, which has standard 

formulas and has no computational difficulties. However, besides the statistical 

consideration, its application to the .ALT data is limited by the conditions of the 

ordinary least squares (OLS), or 

1. the error terms have to be independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.), 

and 

2. the data set must be complete; i.e, no censored data must exist. 

Under the assumption of a constant cr, some regression methods (least squares 

estimates) have been developed for the multi-stress cases with censoring [39] [50]. 

The maximum likelihood (ML) estimates are preferred by statisticians and reli

ability engineers, because statistical theory suggests that the \[LE have favorable 

statistical properties. Statistical theory shows that, under regular conditions, ML 

estimates are consistent and asymptotically efficient, which means ML estimators 

are "optimal" in large samples. The virtue of the ML method is that it is very 

flexible; it can be applied to a wide variety of statistical models and all types of 

data, including censored samples. 

.Assume that a total of N units are accelerated-tested at K accelerated stress 

levels. Let (f„ X,, Wt), (i = 1, 2, ..., N), denote the test results, where t, is 
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the time to failure or the censored time, and Xj is the stress vector which includes 

m stresses, or 

X. = (.Y.i, .V.2, ..., X,mf, 

and Vr, is the censoring indicator which is defined as 

1, if is exact failure time, 
Wi = > 

0, if ti is censored time. 

The likelihood function is given by 

L(X; t) = n[/(^i, X.)] 
i=L 

l-tVi 

and the log likelihood function is then written as 

loge L = Y1 log, f{tu X,) + (1 - W,) log, R{tu XJ], 
j=i 

where f { t ,  X) is the times-to-failure pdf at the stress level of X, or 

f ( t ,  X) = 
dt 

1 
ta{xy 

^ ~ (®0 + Qi -f- • • • -t- Qm ^m) 

a{X) 

and R{t,  X) is the reliability function at stress level of X, or 

"loge t  -  fi{Xy 
R{t,  X) = 1 - G 

=  l - G  

a{X) 

'oSe i — (QQ + + • • • + Qm 'Ym) 

a{X) 

and 

= d G [ u )  

du 

where 

G{u] = G 
loge t - ̂i{X) 

a{X) 

(1.27) 

(1.28) 
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Normally, the maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) are obtained by maximizing 

the log likelihood function over the parameter space directly, or 

aj, bj = {cj, hj I maxloggL, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,  m l ,  
\ O;, 6; J 

or solving the maximum likelihood (ML) equations of 

d logg L 

duj 

and 

d logg L 

=  0 ,  j  =  0 ,  1 ,  . ,  m ,  

=  0 ,  j  =  0 ,  1 ,  . . . ,  m ,  
dbj 

for the model parameters a'jS and b'jS. 

Obviously, no analytical closed-form solutions exist in this case, and a numerical 

technique has to be employed. However, the likelihood equations are transcenden

tal, and the (log) likelihood function is highly nonlinear and nonmonotonic. The 

likelihood surface of the log-linear model may contain many local maxima and even 

singularities. .Numerical difficulties always occur in finding the global ma.ximum 

solutions. It is concluded that the shape of the (log) likelihood function of the 

log-linear model is such that the commonly-used optimization methods will find it 

difficult or impossible to find the global ma.ximum of the function, especially for the 

multiple stress cases with the stress-dependent a and/or the censored data [80]. 

So far, two ways of ML fitting of the log-linear models to the .\LT data have 

been suggested: 

1. In engineering practice, a combination of the ML method and the LS method 

is actually employed. Briefly, the strategy is to fit the distributions (e.g., 

Weibull or lognormal) individually to the times-to-failure data at separate 

stress levels first, using the ML method graphically or analytically [17] [20] 
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[80] [97], Thus, the ML estimators of distributional parameters at different 

test stress levels are obtained, respectively. Then, the estimators of each 

distributional parameter are linearly regressed onto the stress(es) separately 

to obtain the model parameters, a'jS, by using the LS method. Obviously, the 

obtained results are not real ML estimates of the model parameters. They are 

engineering approximations, and are satisfied when the sample size is large. 

However, this approach lacks any mathematical justification. Theoretically, 

it is invalid for the cases with an unbalanced data set. The main drawback 

of this approach is that it does not make full use of the sample information. 

.A.lso, it is impossible to be applied to small samples or to data where only 

a few failures are observed at some stress levels which are the cases often 

encountered in practices. 

2. Using a numerical technique, solve the maximum likelihood equations or max

imize the log likelihood function directly to obtain the ML estimates of the 

model parameters. It is mentioned in most publications that the commonly-

used maximization techniques, such as the Newton-Raphson and Powell meth

ods, may be applied to find the ML estimates of the parameters for the VVeibull 

log-linear model or the lognormal log-linear model from the .A.LT data. How

ever, most authors have avoided discussing and showing the data analysis in 

details [79]. Actually, it's easy to write the likelihood function for these mod

els and for any kind of data set, but it is very hard to find the global solutions. 

Nelson showed that even a simple analysis of seven stress levels of a single 

stress can become quite challenge [96]. The difficulties may be seen clearly 

from an example of a likelihood surface of the Weibull log-linear model with 

a constant ,5, shown in Fig. 1.1. Since the shape of the discussed likelihood 

function is too much different from a quadratic and many unknown parameters 
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are involved in the problem, computational difficulties, such as convergence 

to a local maximum, divergence, and high sensitivity to the initial guesses, 

are always a big problem in implementing these numerical techniques [10] [65] 

[74] [80] [96] [107] [125]. Actually, those commonly-used methods often fail to 

converge unless very good starting values for the parameters are chosen, even 

for the simplest log-linear models (single-stress and constant-cr) and for the 

complete data. The convergence rate strongly depends on the starting val

ues [20]. An unpublished research claimed that the commonly-recommended 

methods failed with a very high probability when the starting values have 

more than 10% errors for the single-stress models with a complete data set. 

The multi-stress .ALT data, censored data and the stress-dependent a models 

will lead to numerical problems more severe than those encountered in the 

simple cases. Hence, robust and powerful numerical algorithms are essential 

to successful implementation of the ML estimation. Unfortunately, the cur

rent methods get impractical in ML estimation for the Weibull and lognormal 

log-linear models [80], and no effective and practical approach has been pub

lished, especially for the multi-stress and nonconstant-cr models with censored 

data. This study will deal with this issue. 

Once the MLEs of the model parameters, a'jS and 6^s, are obtained, the reliability 

for a mission duration of t at design or use stress level, X{/, can be estimated through 

the log-linear model, or 

logs t  — {a.0 + Ci Xiu H 1- Qm ^mu) 
Ru{t) = 1 — G (1.29) 

5(Xc;) 

Note that this point estimate of the reliability is also the ML estimate of Ri'{t), 

since the MLE has the invariance property. However, the ML estimates of the 

model parameters and, therefore, of Ru{t), axe functions of the test data (sample). 
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Different test results will result in different point estimates of reliability Rtj{t).  

There is uncertainty due to "sampling errors" arising from the limited sample size. 

The true value of Ru{t) would never be known, and only an estimate is available, 

as determined from a finite sample. The question often being asked is: "How good 

the calculated reliability is?" The solution is to attach a confidence level to the 

calculated reliability, or to calculate the confidence limits on the reliability. .Actually, 

the reliability engineers are more interested in the lower, one-sided confidence limits 

on the reliability and a specific reliable life at a high confidence level, such as 90%, 

95% or 99%. 

Based on the statistical inference, two methods are developed for computing the 

appro.ximate confidence intervals in the ordinary life-test data analysis. Both can 

be used for the ALT data analysis. 

The normal approximation confidence interval is based on the convergence to a 

normal distribution of the ML estimate when the sample size approaches infinite [65] 

[80] [96]. This method has been widely used in the data analysis for the ordinary life 

test, and in most commercial statistical packages. However, normal approximation 

limits are adequate only when the sample size is large and when the log likelihood 

function Is approximately quadratic over the confidence region [80], which is not 

the case here. .A.lso, the normal approximation confidence intervals depend on the 

transformation used for the parameters. 

.A. better approximation of the confidence interval is the likelihood ratio (LR) 

interval, which was first proposed by Lawless [65] [96]. It has been found that the LR 

limits are very close to the true levels, even with moderate or small samples. .\lso, 

unlike the normal approximation limits, the LR limits are invariant, no matter 

how parameterizations are. This approach has been gradually accepted by the 

statisticians and reliability engineers, but has not been widely used yet. .Also, the 
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research has focused on the LR confidence intervals of the parameters only. The LR 

confidence limits on the the reliability function are rarely found. Since the LR limits 

have been proven better than the normal approximation limits, and the quadratic 

approximation to the log likelihood function of the log-linear model is very poor, 

the LR confidence limits for the reliability and reliable life will be adopted and 

developed in this study. 

In summary, there has been a growing demand on accelerated life testing. The 

log-linear model, as a general ALT family, has been widely used to describe the 

ALT data. However, the previous work has been focused on the modeling and the 

test plan. The statistical data analysis for fitting the generalized log-linear model 

has not been deeply studied yet. 

1. No effective method for calculating the ML estimates of the log-linear model 

parameters is available, especially in high parameter dimension. No software 

is available for reliability engineers to fit the log-linear model to the ALT data. 

2. No method for determining the confidence limits on the reliability and reliable 

life, which the reliability engineers are interested in, has been developed as 

yet. 

•Actually, having the ability to perform a data analysis is critical to the initial 

set-up of an ALT. Limits are often reflected as limited choices in test plans and 

ultimately knowledge gained from the AL test. 

1.4 FOCUS AND OBJECTIVES 

This study will focus on the statistical analysis methods for fitting the generalized 

VVeibull and lognormal log-linear models to the accelerated life test data. The ob

jective is to develop a comprehensive procedure to perform the maximum likelihood 
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estimation of the model parameters for both log-linear models, including the point 

estimates and confidence intervals. The proposed method deals with the most gen

eral case which is the multi-stress and nonconstant-cr with censored data. Unlike 

the current methods, the proposed method is very effective and numerically stable. 

It should not depend much on the starting values, or even could use a sample-free 

starting point. The idea behind this dissertation is to develop a unified computa

tional approach for the ML estimates of the linear predictor coefficients, establish 

a practical tool for reliability engineers to easily implement the ALT data analysis 

and provide an easy-to-program algorithm to be used for commercial software. 

Specifically, this dissertation will focus on the following: 

1. Develop an algorithm to calculate the ML estimates of the model parameters 

for the generalized Weibull log-linear model from the .\LT data. 

2. Develop an algorithm to calculate the ML estimates of the model parameters 

for the generalized lognormal log-linear model from the ALT data. 

3. Establish a methodology to calculate the likelihood ratio confidence limits 

for the reliability and reliable life under the use condition for both log-linear 

models from the .ALT data. 
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CHAPTER 2 
ML FITTING OF THE WEIBULL 

LOG-LINEAR MODEL TO ACCELERATED 
TEST DATA 

The Weibull log-linear model is one of the most widely used accelerated life-

stress models, which includes the Weibull Arrhenius, Weibull Inverse Power Law, 

Weibull Eyring, Weibull Proportional Hazards Models [123], and others. 

2.1 MODELING STRUCTURE 

The assumptions for the generalized Weibull log-linear model are as follows [121] 

[125]: 

1. The test units are randomly taken to perform the life test at several prechosen 

stress levels. The times to failure of the test units are statistically independent. 

2. .A.t any stress level, the times to failure follow a two-parameter Weibull distri

bution, or [58] 

The logarithm of the times to failure, V = logg t ,  has an EVD of the minima 

with the CDF [58] 

F{y) = 1-6" 

which implys that the times-to-failure distribution is from the log-location-

scale family, 

' loggt- loggT}^ 
F{t) = G 

1//3 
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where log^ q and 1//3 are the location and scale parameters for loggf, respec

tively. 

3. The VVeibull characteristic life, or the VVeibull scale parameter, is a log-linear 

function of the transformed stress(es) [80] [96] [121] [125]; i.e., 

loge 7? = Oq -I- «! Xi + • • • + Om Xmt (2-2) 

or 

^ _ gOO+Ol 'YlH HOm 

4. For convenience, the Weibull shape parameter, or the scale parameter of logg t, 

has been assumed to remain constant for different stress levels in most engi

neering practices, which is equivalent to 

3 = constant. (2.3) 

However, the constant-^ assumption has no sound theoretical basis. The 

experimental data have already shown that the VVeibull shape parameter, 3, 

also depends on the stress level, X, or different stress{es) will result in different 

3 values in most cases. In other words, the constant-J assumption is often 

inappropriate for many applications. Hence, the traditional Weibull log-linear 

model is extended here to the generalized VVebull log-linear model which is 

nothing but with stress-dependent <3, or the VVeibull shape parameter, or the 

scale parameter of logg being also a function of the transformed stress(es). 

Two types of 3 models have been suggested by the ALT experts; i.e., a log-

linear relationship of 

\Iodel I lo§e 3 — + bi + • • • 4* ftrn (2.4) 
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and a linear relationship of 

\IO(lel II = bg -h bi -h ' ' ' "h bjji ^rn- (2.5) 

Both models are discussed in this study. The stress-independent model is a 

special  case of the stress-dependent model when bj = 0 for j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  m. 

Be aware that the number of X terms and the A'^'s in the /? models may differ 

from those in the r/ model. Some stress(es), or A'js, may have a significant 

effect on the q but have little effect on the /3, or vice versa. To simplify the 

notations, both r) and 0 models will take the same X terms in this report. 

The results can be used for the t] and (3 models with different X terms. 

5. The m + 1 a 'jS and m + 1 b'jS are 2m + 2 model unknown parameters to be 

estimated from test data. 

If the model parameters are known, the reliability at a given stress level (for 

example, under design conditions) for a mission duration of t vvill be 

Model I (2.6) 

or 

Model II, 

The mean time to failure {MTTF) given X is then given by [58] 

_ glo+OjXiH 1 
Model I (2.8) 

g6o+6i Xi+•••+dm 

or 

'oSe ^ = Go + AiATL H + ClmXm 

,ljO+biXi-i l-fim-'V 1 Model I (2.9) 
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and 

7  ̂ g a o + a , x , + • • • + « „ . ^  ^ — \  r - T T - l  ,  M o d e l  I I  ( 2 . 1 0 )  
\ bo-\-b\Xi + • • • + h^X^J 

or 

loggi = Co + a^Xi + • • • + amXjn 

4-log.r(l+ ^ ^1,  y) '  
\  O o + O i A i  +  -

The lOOP percentile or 100(1 — P)% reliable life given X will be [58) 
- g —(6o+*'l i 

^ ̂ «o+a,x,+ - +a„x,„ ^og^_J__j ^ Model I (2.12) 

or 

'oge tp = Oq + aiXi H + Clm^m 

^ e-(6o+6iXi+...+6„.X^) r^) '  ̂

and 
y 1 \  l/(bo+6tXi-l  him'Vm) 

= eao+ciX:+...+amX,n fiog^ , Model 11 (2.14) 

or 

'Oge = f lO + + • • • + OmX^m 

+6,+6..Y.+'- + 6^X„'°«-('°«'T^)-

Both log A/TTF and log percentile are no longer linear in .Yjs. For example, for 

the simplest single-stress case, 

logg tp = aQ+ oiXi + loge ^log^ ^ _ pj . Model I, 

or 

logg tp = ao + aiXi + logg ^log^ T^Tp) ' 

which will give a family of curves on the logg tp vs logg X plot. However, when the 

constant-5 model is used, both the log MTTF and the log percentile are reduced 

to being linear in X'jS. Also, logg tp gives a family of parallel straight lines. 
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2.2 PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

Let (ij, X„ Wt), i  = I, 2,..., iV, denote the test results with a sample of size 

iV, where is the times to failure, or the censored time, of the tested unit i under 

the stress level of X^, and Wt is the censoring indicator for unit i. These are the 

results observed in the ALT. 

The issue is to find all model parameters, a^s and h'jS, such that the ALT model 

will represent the ALT data best. 

Under the assumption of the Weibull distribution, the ML estimation for the 

model parameters seems to be straightforward. The sample likelihood function can 

be written out directly as 

^ = n[/(V. 
i=l 

;V = n 
1=1 

-(-I e 
r)i  \T]i 

w, 
'  _ (  ixY' '  

l-VV, 

e \  ii j 

or 

.V 
£ = n  

i=l 

A-I' 

Hi U.. 

and the log likelihood function is then given by 

(2.16) 

log. L = j:,\w, log, 
1=1 

A (k 

m \m 

loge ^ I [loge 3i -  3i l0g« T]i + - 1) log^ i.] - j | • (2.17) 

If the 5-Model I (log-linear Model) is used, the log likelihood function will be 

loge = E {W, [(60 + bxXa + • • • + b^X,m) -

x(ao + + • • • + amXim) + - l) log, f.] 

~ \e '>o+''iX'i+-+b„Xi„) f-
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If the J-Model 11 (Linear Model) is used, the log likelihood function will be 

L = f:  I  w. loge I 1 ~ I 
\j=0 / V=o J \j=0 ; 

t i  

\ E <>/ 
j=0 

^e;=o / 

, (2.19) 

where 

.Yoi = 1, i = 1, 2, ..., N. 

In any case, the ML equations 

= 0, i  = 0, 1, . . .  
d log^ L 

and 

daj 

d loge L _ 

dbj 
= 0, j = 0, 1, 

m, 

m. 

will be very complicated. The behavior of log^ £, c/logg L/daj and 51ogg L/dbj is so 

bad, as may be seen in Fig. 1.1, that current numerical methods cannot guarantee 

to find the ML solutions. The iterative processes are extremely sensitive to the 

starting point. 

2.3 A GLOBALLY CONVERGENT ALGORITHM 

2.3.1 General Idea 

Generally, consider the generalized log-linear model 

yj = Co + O-lXii -f a.2^i2 "t" (" 0-m^xm + 

where V, has an exponential-type distribution with unknown parameters and e, is 

error term with 

E [cj] = 0, 
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and 

V [e,] = /l (60 + Ail + 1" • 

With N independent observations of V/s and A'-jS, the main task of ML fitting the 

log-linear model to the data is to estimate the model parameters, a^s and based 

on the maximum likelihood principle, which is usually accomplished by finding the 

roots of the 2m + 2 non-linear ML equations 

= ^) = 0, (2.20) 
cJ Ctj 

and 

= S!j (a. H = 0. {2.21) 

where 

n = {(IQ) ''' 1 J and b = • • • > }  • 

Unfortunately, no explicit solutions exist. Iterative numerical methods are required 

for solving the equations to obtain the ML estimators. Generally, the Newton-type 

algorithms, including special algorithms unique in statistical applications such as 

the Fisher's scoring method, are available only for this purpose. As pointed out 

by several experts, the major problem with these methods in statistical applica

tions lies in the numerical instability [74]. Rather than solving the ML equations 

directly, a convenient way of ML fitting to the generalized linear model (GLM) 

has been established by Green [38]. It is the so-called iteratively reweighted least 

squares (IRWLS) method. However, his framework could not go beyond the case 

of constant cr. Based on the ideas in [38] [52] [74], a robust algorithm is developed 

in this research to obtain the ML estimates of model parameters for the general 
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log-linear model through a sequence of the iteratively reweighted least squares (IR-

WLS) method. The proposed method may generate a long-standing technique for 

the ML estimations. 

Generally, the MLE of distribution parameters are obtained by maximizing the 

sample likelihood function over the parameter space, or 

max L {a, k) • 

If the observation is from a regular exponential family, the global convergence of 

iterative maximization procedures has been proven with cyclic fi.xing of groups of 

parameters, ma.ximizingover the remaining parameters [52]. In the discussed model, 

two groups of parameters need to be estimated from observations; i.e., a'jS in the 

mean function (location function) and b'jS in the variance function (scale function). 

Thus, the MLE of the model parameters can be obtained through successively 

maximizing the sample likelihood function over one set of parameters and fixing 

t h e  o t h e r s  a t  c u r r e n t  v a l u e s  ( e s t i m a t e s ) .  S t a r t i n g  f o r  a n  i n i t i a l  i o )  k  > 0 ,  

Ok = max [L [a, hk)} ,  

and 

hk+i = mp{I {Ok, 6)} 
2 

sequentially and iteratively. In other words, the currently available parameters are 

used to update one set of parameters at a time. 

.\ctually, in updating one group of parameters or maximizing the sample like

lihood function over one group of parameters, a generalized linear model (GLM) 

(.Appendix A) (.Appendix B) is constructed, where the coefficients of the GLM are 

that group of parameters. For instance, in the step of 

max L (a, S) ,  
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the GLM of 

Vi — Qq 

will be formed, and in the step of 

max L (a, 6), 

another GLM of 

— bo + biXii +  • •  •  +  bm^tm +  

will be formed, where the responses, Y and Z, are from the exponential family 

(Appendix C), and the error terms have zero mean and nonhomogeneous variances 

which depend on parameters. 

For the members of the exponential family, the weighted least squares (WLS) 

method (Appendix D) produces the MLE of the linear coefficients of the GLM [11] 

[12] [78] [93]. However, the weights here depend on the parameters. Therefore, 

the MLE are actually obtained through the iteratively reweighted least squares 

(IRWLS). It turns out that this algorithm is not only effective, but also very robust. 

2.3.2 Algorithm 

.An algorithm of performing the MLE of parameters for the generalized log-linear 

model within the exponential family is developed: 

1. Construct two GLM, 

V = do + + • • • + CLmXm "t~ 

and 

Z = bo + biXy + • • • 4- bftiXn^ + c, 

where the responses are from the exponential family. 
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2. Define the GLM of 

V  =  f i o  +  ! + • • • +  0 . y n ^ m  +  

using the current values of parameters. 

3. Fixing b/jS at their current values, the solutions of 

max L 

are obtained by applying the VVLS to current GLM of 

Y = ao + OiXi + • • •  + dm^m + 

to update a'jS. 

4. Redefine the GLM of 

Z =: bo + b\X \  +••• + bmXm + 

using the current values of parameters. 

5. Fixing a'jS at their current values, the solutions of 

m£ix L (a, b) 

are obtained by applying the IRWLS to current GLM of 

Z = bo biXi + ••• + byn^m + 

to update 6jS. 

6. Repeat Steps 2-5 until convergence. 

Theoretically, this algorithm always converges to the maximum likelihood esti

mators of parameters a'jS and b'jS (Appendix E). The convergence is also numerically 

verified by testing on numerous ALT data. 
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2.3.3 Estimates of the Coefficients of the Mean Function 

For the generalized VVeibulI log-linear model, the likelihood function, or Eq. (2.16), 

can also be written as 

f i , '  N 
i = n  

1=1 tr [ m )  

or 

iV 

n T=L 
k 

^1 
e rfe): 

where 

rf^ = Weibull scale parameter at stress level X^, 

_ gflo+QlXilH (-aru'Vim 

and 

3^ = Weibull shape parameter at stress level X„ 

either 

(2.22) 

^im (Model I) 

or 

,3i = bo "t" (\rodel II) 

Let 

= — 
A 

(0 2.23) 

or 

logg Hi = loge ti -  di loge T]u (2.24) 
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then, the likelihood function will be simplified as 

(2.25) 

Note that 

1. the first term depends on the Weibull shape parameter 3i only, and 

2. the second term is a likelihood function for iV independent "Poisson variates" 

[Vi, each with a mean of /Ji. 

Thus, the censoring indicator, W, can be considered as a Poisson random variable 

mathematically. Substituting Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.24), yields 

Therefore, the indicator variable W is specified as a generalized linear model (GLM) 

(.Appendix A) with 

1. a Poisson distribution with a mean of E\}Vi\ = /Zj,  

2. a linear predictor term of = oq + aiX,i -i h 

3. a logarithm link function of hi = £f(Mt) = loggij — ^ logg^i, and 

4. an offset term of logg ij. 

Thus, the generalized linear model is expressed as 

where the dependent variable is not hi but the adjusted dependent variable Yi 

(Appendix B), or 

loge fJii  = Pi [loge t i  - (Go + O-lXa + • • • + am-Y,>„)] • (2.26) 

Yi = Uq H 1- a-mXiTn + Ct) (2.27) 

1 , W, \ 
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and 

f, = the error term with a zero mean and a variance of 

or 

E[e,\=0, 

and 

v ' N  =  
1 

3iHi'  

In matrix format, the GLM of Eq. (2.27) can be written as 

Y = XA + e, 

where 

Y,vxi = 

(2.28) 

XjV x(m+l) 

A.,n+l — 

1
 1 

1 

1 • 

1 .^1.2 • • • •'^Im 
1 yV2i -'V22 • • • •'^2m 

_ 1 X,vi 

' Go ' 
ai 

1 

and 

e.vxi — 

ei 

^2 

L^iv 

Since the Poisson distribution belongs to the exponential family (Appendix C), 

when or bjS, are given, the weighted least squares (WLS) (Appendix D) method 
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and 

e, = the error term with a zero mean and a variance of 

or 

= 0 ,  

and 

L 

In matrix format, the GLM of Eq. (2.27) can be written as 

Y = XA + e, 

where 

YjVXL — 

•,Vx(m+l) 

Am+l — 

r vr 

1 

1 Xi 1 X12 • • • Xim 
1 X21 X22 • * • X2jn 

.1 XjVl X,V2 • • • 

do 
ai 

.Qm 

and 

e^vxi — 

ei 

^2 

,e,v J 

(2.28) 

Since the Poisson distribution belongs to the exponential family (Appendix C), 

when /3-s, or 6^3, are given, the weighted least squares (\VLS) (Appendix D) method 
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produces the ML estimates for the linear coefHcients, a'jS, of the GLM of Eq. (2.27) 

[11] [12] [78] [93], or 

A = ( X ' '  V ^ X )  ^ X ' ^ V - ^ Y ,  (2.29) 

where 

V = 

^ 0 ••• 0 

0 0 •JiUi 

0 ° ^VJ 

On the other hand, given the estimated a'jS, the components in the variance 

function, bjS, need to be updated. 

2.3.4 Estimates of the Coefficients of the Variance Function -
Constant-/? Case 

In this case, there is only one component, 3, in the variance function. Given all a'jS. 

the MLE for 3 is easily obtained by setting ^ ecjual to zero. From Eq. (2.25), 

the log likelihood function with a constant 3 is reduced to 

logs L = J2 'Oge ^ •oSe + Y. •oSe ' 
1=1 J=1 

(2.30) 

where 

A. /i, = — 
\ni 

Then, the ML equation for 3 will be 

d\ogeL ^ 

d3 3 ^  V d3 03 J 

Taking the derivative on both sides of Eq. (2.31) with respect to 3, yields 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 
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or 

dUi , fti 
(2.33) 

Also, taking the logarithm of both sides of Eq. (2.31) and then taking the derivative 

with respect to J, yields 

-ST = U 
Substituting both Eqs.(2.33) and (2.34) into Eq. (2.32), yields 

,V N 

(2.34) 

^ 1=1 1=1 
= 0. 

Solving for /?, yields 

3 = 

,v 

1=1 
(2.35) 

or 

3 = 

/V 

1=1 
N (2.36) 
E (^t - ̂Vi) logg — (OQ + OivY,! H H a^A'tm)] 

1=1 

Hence, conditioned on the known a'jS, the MLE of <3 is given by Eq. (2.36). 

2.3.5 Estimates of the Coefficients of the Variance Function -
Nonconstant-/? Case 

Generally, the variance function has the m + 1 unknown coefficients of 6's to be V 7 J 

estimated. When all a'jS are known, the ML estimates of b'jS can be obtained from 

d\og^L 
dbj 

or in matri.x format 

d X o g ^ L  

= 0, J =0, 1, ..., m, 

3b 
= 0, 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 
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where 

b = 
r bo 

bi 

2.3.5.1 General Methodology 

Note that in both ,3 models, there is a linear form with the coefficients of h'jS. Let 

Bi be the linear term in the expression for /3, or 

B i  —  h o  +  b y X a  + • • • + bjnX,rm (2.39) 

and 

B = 

r 
B2 

(2.40) 

[ B ^ \  

By the chain rule, Eq. (2.38) becomes 

where X is the iV x (m + 1) stress matrix, and 

_ d log^ L 
^  dB '  

is a .V-vector. Obviously, there is no closed form solution for b. The N'ewton-

Raphson method is then called upon to solve Eq. (2.38) or Eq. (2.40) iteratively, 

or 

- b ) - x  q  (2.41) 

to update the values of b with b* until convergence. Since the is a constant 

matrix, X, then 

d'\og,L fdBV (dB\ 
5bb^ Vabj aBB^ vabj ^ ^ ' 

(2.42) 
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where 

loge L 
dBBT 

is a iV X N matrix. Substituting Eq. (2.42) into Eq. (2.41), yields 

X^UX (b* - b) = X^Q. (2.43) 

Note that Eq. (2.43) is identical to the normal equation, or the score equation, for 

the weighted least squares (WLS) [28] [127] of 

which means that the solution of Eq. (2.41), can be obtained actually through the 

WLS, or regressing U^Q + Xb onto the X with the weight of U, or 

Therefore, when all a^s are known, the ML estimates of 6^s, or the solution for Eq. 

(2.40), can also be obtained through the IRVVLS on Eq. (2.45). 

2.3.5.2 The Log-Linear ^ Model 

Specifically, when the /3-Model I is used, the log likelihood function, or Eq. (2.30), 

will be 

min (U^Q + Xb - Xb*)^ U (U^Q + Xb - Xb*), (2.44) 

b* = (X^U-^X) ^ X^U"^ (U^Q + Xb). (2.45) 

l o g g L =  H i )  (2.46) 

where 

'Voj = 1, J = 0,1, 2 , . . . , m. 

and 

(2.47) 
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or 

tl f t,\ 
logg/i, = logg ( -j . (2.48) 

The ML equations for the b'jS, or Eq. (2.37), can be expressed as 

,2.49) 
a'j SI ' STV sb, dh, 

Tai<ing the derivative with respect to bj of Eq. (2.47), yields 

dm f ,  ( t i  
... . , 6^=" logg — Xij, 
(^bj  \r]i j  \rj iJ 

and substituting Eqs. (2.47) and (2.48) into it, yields 

^ = ATy/iilogg/ii. (2.50) 

Similarly, taking the derivative with respect to bj of Eq. (2.48) and substituting 

Eq. (2.48) into the result, yields 

^i^ = .Y,jlog.rt. (2.51) 

Finally, substituting Eqs. (2.50) and (2.51) into Eq. (2.49), yields the ML equations 

for 6jS of 

iV N 

dbj " .= i .=i 

or 

9 log, L ^ ̂  ^ ̂  ^ 

,v 
^ {Wi + Wi loge ̂ l i - I2i logg fi i) Xij = 0. (2.52) 
i=L 

Unfortunately, there are no closed form solutions for 6^s to this generalized model. 

To solve these equations for ft^s, the IRWLS is used again. Initially, the Xewton-

Raphson method is called upon. Assume current estimates of 6^3 are available, the 

new values of bfjS at the next iteration, 6j's, are given by 

S 
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where 

a-log, vAfV ln,r ,r ••V' ^ ̂ Oge^ 

,v 
= n logg Hi - .Y,fc/i, logg logg /X, - /x.A'.j A'.fc log^ ^,), 

1=1 

or 

^d^^dbk ^ ̂  ~ '°Se- f^t) loge ^,. (2.54) 

Substituting Eqs. (2.52) and (2.54) into the Newton-Raphson equation, or into Eq. 

(2.53), yields 

,v 
^ (PF, + W ,  logj Hi - H i  loge H i )  +  
1=1 

EE-VY ,k {^Vi - l^i loge f^i - ̂̂ i) 'oge i^k - ̂k) = 0. 
k=Q1=1 

E.xchangeing the summation in the second term, yields 

,v 
Y, + ̂ Vi loge Mt - loge Mt) -Yij + 
1=1 

.V / m m \ 
^ A',J (PFj - Hi loge Mt - M.) loge ^ii ( Z! - Y, = 0- (2.55) 
1=1 \A:=0 fc=0 / 

Rearranging Eq. (2.55), yields 

/V 

z 
1=1 

W, + {W, - Hi) loge Ait + (/^« loge f i i + t ^ i -  ̂ ^^^(loge H i )  (  51 ̂ k ^ t k )  
\k=0 J. 

- "t A*o {̂ î loge + /i. - Wi) (loge /̂ .) (E = 0. (2.56) 
1=1 \fc=0 / \fc=0 

Note that Eq. (2.56) has the form of the normal equations for the WLS of 

minZ! 
1=1 

,v f r , -  E  
•) 

Jt=0 

<7i 
(2.57) 

/ 
or 

•V y jV 1 / '" \ 
E - E E *1-"^.' = »• (2-58) 
i=l 1=1 \i=0 
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Hence, rather than handling numerical process directly of Eq. (2.52), the IRWLS 

can be used to implement the Newton-Raphson method for the iteration solutions 

to Eq. (2.52): i.e., regressing Yi onto A','jS with the weights of (7,'s. Comparing Eq. 

(2.56) with Eq. (2.58), it is found that 

W ,  + { W , - ^ i , )  logg /ii + (/X, logg /i, + - W i )  log, //, E A' 
v; = j=o •J 

(/i, \og^n, + n, - W,)\og^^, 
(2.59) 

and 

(7? = 
I 

' (^.loge/i, - ̂ t^i)l0ge//i• 

2.3.5.3 The Linear 3 Model 

(2.60) 

Similar to the 5-Model I, when the ,5-Model II is used, the log-likelihood function 

will be 

log, £ = £ W', 
1=1 

loge (53 b j X , j j  -  logg t i  
iV 

+ ̂ (l'V;iogg/i,-/i,), (2.61) 
i=l 

where 

Ai. - /'iiVS'''''" 
Hi 

or 

log,/i, = f £ J loge ) . 

Thus, 

and 

^ ( ; i -

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 
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In this case, the \[L equations for b'jS are given by differentiating Eq. (2.61) with 

respect to bj and substituting Eqs. (2.64) and (2.65) into the result, or 

d \ o g e L  ^  

Obj h 
m 

Lj=o 

A'., = 0. (2.66) 

Taking the derivative again, yields 

loge L ^ ̂  

dbjdbk 

W, 

( m 
E biX.j 

u=o 

2 - loge I T A'oA.,. (2.67) 

Again, the Newton-Raphson method is employed initially to solve Eq. (2.66) itera-

tively. The updated 6jS are given by Eq. (2.53), when the current 6jS are available, 

or 

.V 
E 1=1 

+ W, log, loge 
E b j X i j  K ' f ' J  V'?' 

,J=0 

+ 

.V 
E E fc=0 i m 

E b j X . j  .j=o 

2 - Mi loge 1 r x,jx,k (b; - b,) = 0. (2.68) 

Rearranging Eq. (2.68) into the standard form of a normal equation for a VVLS, 

vields 

.V 
E !=1 

+ (Pfi - log, f ̂  I + 
E ij.V.y 
j=0 

.V 
•X.I - Z 

j=i m 
E bjX.i j=0 

Vi 

2 + log^ ( 

2 -f/l, log; 
"» \ \^i 
E b j X . j '  
j=0 

Y:blXik = 0. 
k=0 

£6fcA-,t 
k=0 

(2.69) 
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Therefore, Eq. (2.66) can be solved by Iteratlvely regressing 

+ (PF. -/I,) I 

onto the A','jS with the weights of 

2 

2 + / ^ »  l o g s  

which may be seen done in Eq. (2.58). 

2.3.6 Estimation Procedure 

Combining the previous two estimation steps, the ML estimates of all model pa

rameters, a'jS and fe^s, can be obtained through a double iteratively reweighted least 

squares (IRWLS), one IRWLS cycle within another one to update the b'jS. The 

iterative procedure starts with the initial values (estimates) of bf^ (j = 0,1,..., m) 

and /i|°' (i = 1,2, ...,iV). Conditioned on the estimated b'jS, obtain the ML esti

mates of QjS, using the WLS of Eq. (2.29) on the GLM of Eq. (2.27) or (2.28). 

Then, conditioned by these estimated a'jS, revise the ML estimates of b'jS via the 

IRWLS of Eq. (2.45), using the fitted (updated) values of the //',s of Eq. (2.23). 

The new estimate of b'jS is then used to define the new GLM of Eq. (2.27), and 

re-estimate the a'jS again by the WLS of Eq. (2.29). The process is continued until 

convergence. The estimation procedure is summarized as follows: 

Step 0: Start with the standard initials (sample-free). 
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and 

^1°'= 0.25-i-1.5 Wj, for all i. 

Step 1: Conditioned on these estimated t/jS, calculate the n'jS using the WIS on the 

GLM of Eq. (2.27) or Eq. (2.28). 

Step 2: Update the rjjs and ^',s by the fitted a'jS. 

Step 3: Conditioned on the estimated a^s, use the IRWLS of Eq. (2.56) if the <jJ-Model 

I of Eq. (2.4) is used, or of Eq. (2.69) if the /?-Model II of Eq. (2.5) is used, 

to update b'jS. 

Step 4: Check if the convergence criterion is reached. 

If YES, obtain the ML estimates of the a'jS and 6^s. 

If NO, update the J-s and go back to Step I again. 

The iteration procedure is shown in Fig. 2.1. The following have been found: 

1. For the constant-J model, the MLE solution for ,3, given a'^s, is explicitly 

obtained by Eq. (2.36), therefore 3, as an unknown, can be eliminated from 

the likelihood function or the GLM by replacing it with 3. The estimation 

procedure is then reduced or reinterpreted in terms of a simple IRWLS on 

the profile likelihood L(ao, ai, ..., Om; t, X). Since this simple IRWLS is 

a fixed-point algorithm [11] [38], if it converges to a certain point A, then A 

will be the global solution to the ML equations. This property ensures that 

the obtained solutions are the real ML estimates, not a local maximum. 

2. For the constant-/? model, since ,5 and A are nearly orthogonal [38], the con

vergence of this iteration procedure should not be slow, and does not depend 



No 
Converge? 

Estimators of 
aj and bj. 

Update the weights. 

Update the weights. 

Initial guess. 

Sample Data. 

Estimate aj by WLS, 
conditioned on bj. 

Estimate bj by IRWLS, 
conditioned on ay. 

2.1 — The procedure for the IRWLS to obtain the ML estimates 
for the parameters of the generalized VVeibull log-linear 
model. 
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much on the starting values. This property provides the big advantage of this 

method. The standard starting values can always be used for any data set 

without making much difference in the iteration process. This actually means 

that the algorithm is starting-point-free. Since the exponential distribution is 

a special case of the Weibull distribution with the shape parameter of = 1, 

and the actual observed values of W^s are either 0 (censoring) or 1 (failure), 

the following standard starting values are recommended: 

= 1, 

and 

= 0.25 +1.5 j = l,2,...,m. 

Having tried this procedure on a large number of published .A.LT data sets 

and simulated data sets, no computation problems occurred. Usually, it takes 

about 5-15 iterations to achieve the convergence when the standard starting 

values are used. The sample-free starting point works very well. 

3. For the generalized nonconstant-/? model, these two superior properties hold 

for the general cases also; i.e., the algorithm always converged to the ML 

estimators and the iteration process does not depend much on the starting 

values. The numerical investigation has been performed over a large number of 

published and simulated ALT data, as may be seen from the typical e.xamples 

given in next section. It has been found that the proposed method has no 

computational problems at all, and never failed to converge. The sample-free 

starting values, which are 
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and 

/z|"' = 0.25 + 1.5 Wi, for all i, 

worked very well. 

4. To detect the convergence, an appropriate criterion must be employed. One 

of the following two methods is usually used in ML estimation: 

(a) Record changes in parameter estimates relatively or absolutely. 

(b) Monitor changes in the (log) likelihood function relatively or absolutely. 

Since the (log) likelihood surface of the Weibull log-linear model may contain 

flat portions, to be confident of convergence to the true MLE, the former is 

recommended to be used with the proposed method, or 

m m 
+ (2.70) 

J=0 j=0 

where e is the convergence error which is a prechosen small number, such as 

10"® or even smaller. 

5. Obviously, this algorithm is very easy to program. Actually, the real calcula

tion step in the routine is the WLS only, which has the well-known formula 

of Eq. (2.29). Also, the standard starting values are equivalent to no starting 

values being required by the user. Hence, a reliability engineer can fit the 

Weibull log-linear model easily to the test data using this method. 

2.4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

Brief details of parameter estimation for five sets of ALT experimental data [17] 

[47] [96] [118] are provided here to illustrate the validity and effectiveness of the 
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Table 2.1 - Accelerated life-test data [47] for Case 
2.1. 

Voltage, kV Sample size Failure time or censoring time, hours 
5 10 7,131, 8,482 , 8,559, 8,762, 9,026, 9,034 

9,104, 9,104.25*, 9,104.25*, 9,104.25* 

7 15 
50.25, 87.75, 87.76, 87.77, 92.90, 92.91, 
95.96, 108.3, 108.3, 117.9, 123.9, 124.3, 
129.7, 135.6, 135.6 

10 10 15.17, 19.87, 20.18, 21.50, 21.88, 22.23, 
23.02, 23.90, 28.17, 29.70 

15 9 2.40, 2.42, 3.17, 3.75, 4.65, 4.95, 6.23, 
6.68, 7.30 

* censored time. 

developed methodology. The data analyses are performed using author's program 

written in MathCad 6.0 format (Appendix F). The standard starting values, 

_0, j = 

are used for all examples. The convergence precision used is e = 10"''. 

2.4.1 Case 2.1 - Single-Stress with a Few Censored Data 

The results of an accelerated life-test on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film 

(used In electrical insulation) in SFg gas insulted transformers have been reported 

by Hirose [47], as given in Table 2-1. Forty-four (44) films were tested at the four 

different voltages of 5 kV, 7 kV, 10 kV and 15 kV, with unequal allocations of test 

units. Most of them failed during the test. Only three were terminated without 

failure. 

The model used in [47] is the well-known Weibull Inverse Power Law with a 
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Table 2.2 - The results for Case 2.1 with constant 
P-

Parameter 3 ao di 
Estimate 4.993 6.347974 -1.9629 

log«L -179.98 
Iterations 7 

constant 3, and the Weibull scale parameter is defined by 

T] = r< {V - 4.76)-\ 

which is equivalent to the Weibull log-linear model of 

logg n = aQ+ a I A', 

where X is the only one transformed stress, defined by 

A' = log,(V - 4.76), 

and 4.76 is the threshold stress for the tested PET film. The model is e.xtended to 

the nonconstant-,J case in this research. 

The MathCad program is used to fit all three discussed 3 models; i.e., 

1. 3 = constant. 

2 3 — gOo+aiX 

3. = do -i- QiX. 

Using the ,J-constant Model. Entering the data into the computer program, 

given in Appendix F, yields the results given in Table 2.2, which are e.xactly the 

same as the ML estimators obtained from the software SAS [47] [110]. 

Using non-constant /3. Running the computer program in Appendix F yields the 

estimation results listed in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3 — The results for Case 2.1 with noncon-
stant 0. 

Model I Model II 

6o 2.2311 9.0786 

bx -0.4636 -2.6535 

flo 6.3285 6.3353 

di -1.9529 -1.9512 

loge^ -173.27 -173.95 
Number 

of 9 11 
iterations 

To prove that the obtained parameters are ML estimates, the following proce

dure is employed, using Model I as an example. First, the log likelihood function is 

plotted successively by varying one parameter and keeping the others fixed at the 

obtained values, as may be seen in Figs. 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. 

From the plots, the log likelihood value always has a maximum at the obtained 

value. Therefore, the solution is a maximum point on the log likelihood surface. 

Ne.xt, to demonstrate that the solution is the global maximum, randomly pick up 

100,000 points from the parameter space; i.e., 100,000 combinations of oq, oi, 6o and 

bi. Calculate the log likelihood values at these points. Compare these log likelihood 

values with the obtained loggL, or -173.27. It is found that no calculated logg I 

is greater or even equal to this log<. L value. Hence, it is believed that the solution 

obtained by the proposed method is the global maximum point of the log likelihood 

surface, or the obtained parameters are the ML estimators. 

In the meantime, several other starting values are tried to study the convergence 

property. For the example, each one of 0.1, 1, 5, and 10 values was used as to 

start the process, it took 12,11, 11, and 14 iterations, respectively, to converge to the 

same result. The number of iterations do not vary much even though the algorithm 
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Fig. 2.2 - The log likelihood vs OQ for Case 2.1, when the other 
parameters remain unchanged at their obtained values. 
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Fig. 2.3 -The log likelihood vs a\ for Case 2.1, when the other 
parameters remain unchanged at their obtained values. 
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Fig. 2.4 - The log likelihood vs 6o for Case 2.1, when the other 
parameters remain unchanged at their obtained values. 
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Fig. 2.5 - The log likelihood vs 6i for Case 2.1, when the other 
parameters remain unchanged at their obtained values. 
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starts with quite different starting values, which implies that the convergence rate 

of this method does not depend much on the starting value. 

Nelson [97] proposed a method to check if a model with more parameters is better 

than a model with less parameters (statistically significant). The log likelihood ratio 

test statistic for comparing the fit of two models is 

= 2(log, L2 -loggLi), 

which asymptotically follows a distribution with 1712 — mi degrees of frredom, 

where 

logg Lo = sample log likelihood value for the model with 1712 parameters, 

and 

logg Li = sample log likelihood value for the model with mi parameters. 

The large sample, the better the approximation. If the parameter(s) is added to the 

model to appreciably improve its fit, A tends to have a large value. If .V is small, no 

benefit is gained using more parameters, hence, the model with fewer parameters 

should be appreciated. The critical value is where 1 - a is the confidence 

level. 

In this case, 

A = 2 • [-173.27 - (-179.98)] = 13.42, 

which is much greater than the critical value (at 90% confidence level) of 

Ac = Xo.io.i ~ 2.706. 

Hence, comparing the log likelihood values between constant-,5 and nonconstant-5, 

it may be concluded that the stress-dependent-/? model is more suitable for these 
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PFT film data. Consequently, based on these ALT test data, the reliability of the 

PET film, at a given voltage, V, is given by 

2.2311-0.-1636X 

where 

A' = logg(y — 4.76). 

Figure 2.6 shows the estimated reliability functions of these PFT films at differ

ent voltages. 

Figure 2.7 shows the times-to-failure distributions of both constant-beta model 

and nonconstant-beta model at three different voltages, 7.0 V, 6.5 V, 6.0 V. It 
* 

may be seen that the predicted reliability from high stress levels to lower use level, 

based on the nonconstant-beta model, may be more conservative than that based 

on constant-beta model. 

2.4.2 Case 2.2 - Single-Stress with Majority of Censored Data 

•A. temperature based accelerated life test on electrical insulation for electric motors 

was reported by Crawford [96]. The data have been used extensively in the liter

ature for different purposes [71] [80] [96]. Forty motorettes were tested, with ten 

motore t tes  be ing  a t  each  of  four  tempera tures  150°C,  170°C,  190°C and  220°C.  Xt 

each temperature, the motorettes might be terminated at different times, resulting 

in 23 censoring cases. The test purpose was to estimate the reliability at the design 

temperature of 130°C. The ALT results are given in Table 2.4. 

The VVeibull log-linear (Weibull Arrhenius) model is believed to fit these data 

well, or 

logg T ]  =  a o +  a i X ,  
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Fig. 2.6 - The reliability functions at different voltages. 
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Fig. 2.7 - The times-to-failure distributions of both models at dif
ferent voltages. 



Table 2.4 - Temperature based accelerated life-test 
data for Case 2.2. 

Hours Status Number of motors Temperature, T, °C 

8064 Censored 10 150 
1764 Failed 1 170 
2112 Failed 1 170 
3444 Failed 1 170 
3542 Failed 1 170 
3780 Failed 1 170 
4860 Failed 1 170 
5196 Failed 1 170 
5448 Censored 3 170 
408 Failed 2 190 

1344 Failed 2 190 
1440 Failed 1 190 
1680 Censored 5 190 
408 Failed 2 220 
504 Failed 3 220 
528 Censored 5 220 
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Table 2.5 - The estimation results for Case 2.2. 

Constant-/3 Model Nonconstant-(3 Model 
Model I Model II 

/3 3.073 

bo 2.176 4.568 

hi -479.83 -680.96 
Qq -13.346 -13.483 -13.410 
di 9,717.567 9,780.89 9,747.12 

\og^L -146.254 -146.236 -146.246 
Iterations 17 19 18 

where 

Y ^ 
T + 273' 

Using the proposed procedure, the ML estimators of the model parameters for both 

constant and nonconstant models are given in Table 2.5. 

To check if the results are ML estimators, the approach in Case 2.1 was used. 

It has been found that the solutions of three models are all MLEs. 

The A value between nonconstant-beta and constant-beta models is 

.V = 2 • [146.236 - (-146.254)] = 0.036, 

which is much less than the critical value of Xo.io.i = 2.076. Hence, simply exam

ining the log likelihood values, one may conclude that the stress-independent 3 is 

acceptable for these temperature ALT data. Therefore, based on the ALT results, 

the estimate of the reliability for these motorettes, at the design temperature of 

130°C, will be 
/ V 3.073 

~( — .'j.TlT.W 
R{t)=e 

or 

/ t \3.073 
R{t) = j 
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Table 2.6 - The multiple-stress ALT data for Case 
2.3. 

Voltage, Operation, X2 Load, A'3 Times to failure, hrs 
3 V 1 (on/ofF) 0.20 Amps. 71.79, 85.24, 96.01, 100.68, 104.21, 

112.65, 114.85, 115.03, 128.66 
3 V 1 (on/ofF) 0.48 Amps. 51.99, 74.19, 74.69, 91.05, 91.05, 

100.11, 112.99 
6 V 1 (on/ofF) 0.30 Amps. 9.03, 10.62, 12.38, 13.92, 15.48, 

18.82 
6 V 1 (on/ofF) 0.65 Amps. 4.27, 5.32, 5.76, 6.68, 7.62, 8.66, 

8.78, 9.19, 10.33, 10.78 
3 V 0 (continuous) 0.48 Amps. 84.57, 115.79, 151.20, 154.85, 

164.55, 186.24 
6 V 0 (continuous) 0.65 Amps. 6.57, 8.25, 8.50, 8.87, 8.96, 9.74, 

9.98, 11.58, 12.09, 13.89 
3 V 0 (continuous) 0.08 Amps. 152.74, 176.32, 195.35, 213.32, 

214.07, 228.26, 242.18, 264.56 

For example, the reliability at design temperature for a 10,000-hour service is R{t = 

10,000 hr) =0.99167. 

2.4.3 Case 2.3 - Multiple-Stress with Complete Data 

Power on/ofF cycling and continuous operation are two important operation modes 

that impact the reliability of electronic and electromechanical components. .A. 

multiple-stress ALT on permanent-magnet motors (rated 1.5-3.0 VDC) were re

ported by Teng and Kolarik [118] to evaluate the power on/ofF vs continuous policy. 

There were three acceleration factors in the ALT; i.e., voltage, load in amperes and 

operation mode. Fifty-six (56) identical DC motors were tested all to failure at 

seven stress combinations. The test plan and results are given in Table 2.6. 

The VVeibull proportional hazards model (\VPHM) was used to represent the 

data in the original study [118], which is equivalent to the Weibull log-linear model 
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Table 2.7 - The results for Case 2.3, using the model in Eq. (2.71). 

3 4.50 

UQ 7.667 

0.1 -0.724 

0.2 -0.385 

03 -1.245 

loggL -205.16 
Iterations 11 

with constant (5, or 

logg rj = aQ fliAi + a.2^2 + (-•7^) 

Using the proposed method, the results of fitting the model of Eq. (2.71) to the 

data are given in Table 2.7, which are identical to those from the SAS [110] [118]. 

In the model of Eq. (2.71), the main factors are considered only. If all two-

interaction effects are studied, the VVeibull log-linear model will be 

*7 ~ + 0,2X0 + 03X3 + 04X1^2 •+• a5X2X:i + aQX:iXi. (2.72) 

Fitting the model of Eq. (2.72), which has highly correlated input variables, to the 

data, using the MathCad program of Appendix F, yields the results in Table 2.8. 

It has been proven numerically that the results are ML estimates of parameters. 

If a nonconstant-/? model is used, there will be fourteen (14) parameters to be 

estimated from the data. The models are 

^Oge ^7 = Qq 4- OiAi + 02^^2 + 03X3 + a4-,YiyY2 + 05X2X2 + OgAsXi, 

and the i?-Model I of 

logg p — bo +  biXi  + 62A2 + 63A3 + 64X1X2 + 65X2X3 + b^XjXi ,  

or the 5-Model II of 

= 60 + biXi -h b2X2 + ftsATs + b4XiX2 + 65X2X3 + bgXjXi-
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Table 2.8 - The results for Case 2.3, using the model in Eq. (2.72), 

0 5.41 

OQ 7.358 

di -0.629 
da -0.933 

"3 0.105 

04 0.086 

05 0.318 

06 -0.327 
log^L -196.83 

Iterations 11 

The fitted results, by running the program in Appendix F, are given in Table 2.9. 

It is also found that these solutions are also the ML estimates for the corresponding 

models. 

The difference of sample log likelihood values between the constant-beta models 

with and without inetraction terms, or 

A = 2[-196.83 - (-205.16)] = 16.66, 

which is much greater than the critical value of 

•^c = \o.io,3 ~ 6.251. 

However, A between nonconstant- and constant-models (with interaction terms) is 

A = 2[-195.036 - (-196.83)] = 3.588, 

which is much smaller than the critical value of Xg iog = 10.645. Hence, from the 

log likelihood values, the stress-independent model, which includes the interaction 

terms, is acceptable for the DC motor .A.LT data. This conclusion is new to the 

original work in [118]. 
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Table 2.9 - The results for Case 2.3, using the gen
eralized Weibull log-linear model with 
the interaction terms. 

Model I Model II 

ao 7.410 ^0 2.667 do 7.410 ^0 11.804 

di -0.640 61 -0.208 di -0.640 61 -1.389 

0.2 -0.910 62 0.338 0,2 -0.910 62 1.920 

63 0.006 h -1.879 0.3 0.006 63 -12.20 

d., 0.081 64 -0.035 d4 0.081 64 -0.117 

as 0.301 h t 0
 

05 0.301 65 -3.036 

Ofi  -0.309 bs  0.367 06 -0.309 ^6 2.454 
-195.036 loggL -195.036 

Iterations 10 Iterations 11 

2.4.4 Case 2.4 - Multiple-Stress with Large Number of Censoring 

Two hundred identical electromechanical devices were put into a temperature-

voltage accelerated life test in Quantum Corporation. To save time and reduce 

cost, tests were terminated when a lot of units were still operating, resulting in 

heavily censored data: 165 suspended items and 35 failed items. The test results 

are listed in Table 2.10. 

The Weibull log-linear model is used to model the times-to-failure distribution 

of these devices, or 

logg T] = ao + 0.1X1 4- 0.2X21 

and 

3 = constant, 

or ^-Model I of 

(5 = 60 + + ̂ 2X2,  



Table 2.10 - The temperature-voltage accelerated 
life-test data for Case 2.4. 

Hours Status No. of Devices Temp., T,  K Voltage, V, V 
200 Failed 1 358 12 
375 Failed 1 358 12 
586 Failed 1 358 12 
691 Failed 1 358 12 
750 Failed 1 358 12 
750 Censored 45 358 12 
150 Failed 1 378 12 
181 Failed 1 378 12 
226 Failed 1 378 12 
252 Failed 1 378 12 
265 Failed 1 378 12 
279 Failed 1 378 12 
294 Failed 1 378 12 
310 Failed 1 378 12 
331 Failed 1 378 12 
348 Failed 1 378 12 
350 Censored 40 378 12 
146 Failed 1 378 16 

159 Failed 1 378 16 
170 Failed 1 378 16 
181 Failed 1 378 16 
190 Failed 1 378 16 
203 Failed 1 378 16 
218 Failed 1 378 16 
225 Failed 1 378 16 
233 Failed 1 378 16 

246 Failed 1 378 16 
250 Censored 40 378 16 
39 Failed 1 398 12 
62 Failed 1 398 12 
79 Failed 1 398 12 

99 Failed 1 398 12 
112 Failed 1 398 12 
127 Failed 1 398 12 

144 Failed 1 398 12 

153 Failed 1 398 12 

164 Failed 1 398 12 

173 Failed 1 398 12 

175 Censored 40 398 12 
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Table 2.11 - The estimation results for Case 2.4. 

Constant-/? Model Nonconstant-/? Model 
Model I Model II 

p 2.815 

bo -5.237 -16.397 

hi  639.68 1,586.6 
f>2 1.799 5.928 

no -6.074 -2.967 -2.991 
di 6,066.2 5,744.0 5,753.2 
«2 -1.412 -2.292 -2.292 

log«L -277.641 -276.563 -276.565 
Iterations 35 38 39 

or J-Model II of 

/? = 6o + + ̂ 2X2,  

where 

and 

A'2 = log,K 

It would be a very difficult estimation problem, because of too heavy censoring. 

However, using the proposed algorithm, it just takes less than 40 iterations to 

converge to the results, which are given in Table 2.11. 

By using the same numerical checking process as in Case 2.1, it was proved that 

these results are exactly the ML estimates. 

2.4.5 Case 2.5 - Many Factors with Censoring 

Life cycle tests of thermostats were run by Eaton Corporation [17]. The life test 

studied eleven (11) explanatory variables. Since so many factors were included, the 
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Table 2.12 - The test plan of Case 2.5. 

Combination 
of factors A3 A4 As 

Factor 

As AV As X9 Aio Au 
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +l +1 +1 -hi -hi 
3 -1 -1 + 1 + 1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -hi +1 -hi 
4 -1 + 1 -1 + 1 +1 -1 -hi +1 -1 -1 -hi 
5 -1 + l  + 1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 
6 -1 -hi + 1 + 1 -1 4-1 -t-1 -1 +1 -1 -1 
-T 1 +1 -1 + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -hi +1 -1 -hi -1 
8 +1 -1 + 1 -1 +1 +l +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 
9 +1 -1 -1 + 1 +1 -fl -1 +1 -hi -1 -1 

10 -f-i + 1 + 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -hi -hi -1 -hi 
11 +1 + 1 -1 + 1 -1 -fl -1 -1 -1 -hi -hi 
12 +1 + 1 -1 -1 +1 -1 + 1 -1 +1 -hi -1 

design of experiments (DOE), a Plackett-Burman twelve-run Z.12 design [94], was 

used to make the tests efficient. The tests were conducted at 12 factor combinations, 

and 10 thermostats were constructed at each combination, as given in Table 2.12. 

•A. total of 120 thermostats were cycled: 101 until failure and 19 were terminated at 

7,342,000 cycles. The test results are given in Table 2.13. 

The original work presented extreme difficulties with the data analysis to eval

uate the results [17], because of too many input variables and the existence of 

censoring. .A.t first, the investigators chose to truncate the results so that only the 

first two order failures, namely the data in the first two columns in Table 2.13, 

are considered for each treatment, and then the standard analytical method can 

be used. The team felt this option did not take full advantage of the data. Then, 

they used the approach described in Section 1.3; i.e., estimate the mean and the 

standard deviation of the log life at each treatment combination, and then linearly 

regress the estimators onto the factors. Actually, this method still does not make 

full use of the data information. 
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Table 2.13 - The life cycle test results of Case 2.5. 

Treatment Observations, Cycles in thousands 
I 957 2846 7342 T T T T T T T 
2 206 284 296 305 313 343 364 420 422 543 
3 63 113 129 138 149 153 217 272 311 402 
4 76 104 113 234 270 364 398 481 517 611 
5 92 126 245 250 390 390 479 487 533 573 
6 490 971 1615 6768 7342 T T T T T 
7 232 326 326 351 372 446 459 590 597 732 

8 56 72 92 104 126 156 161 167 216 263 
9 142 142 238 247 310 318 420 482 663 672 

10 259 266 306 337 347 368 372 426 451 510 
11 381 420 7342 T T T T T T T 
12 56 62 92 104 113 121 164 232 258 731 

T - Terminated at 7,342,000 cycles. 

The Weibull log-linear model is used to model the cycles-to-failure distribution 

of these thermostats here, or 

'oge ^7 = Qo + + • • • + 

where the X-s take on the coded values. The constant-/? and two nonconstant-J 

models are used to represent the data. It is seems to be a very difficult problem since 

there are 24 unknown parameters involved. With method developed in this study, 

there is no any problem to find the ML estimators of the parameters. Running 

the MathCad programs in .Appendix F with less than 30 iterations to achieve the 

convergence criterion, the fitted parameters given in Table 2.14 were determined. 

Checking the results numerically, it turns out they are exactly the ML estimates. 

In summary, the above examples represent several different cases, complete data 

and censored data, single-stress and multiple-stresses. Some have a large number 

of suspensions, and others may have a large number of stresses or A''s. Those 

were considered as extremely difficult estimation problems before. It has been seen 



Table 2.14 - The estimation results for Case 2.5. 

j  
Constant-i3 Nonconstant-/? 

j  
Constant-i3 

Model I Moc el II j  

dj 0 dj  h  dj bj  
0 13.540 13.675 0.644 13.673 2.253 
1 -0.301 -0.295 0.051 -0.298 0.213 
2 0.333 0.354 -0.182 0.315 -0.210 
3 -0.397 -0.440 0.212 -0.459 0.428 
4 0.331 0.393 -0.206 0.390 -0.480 
5 -0.997 -1.150 0.029 -1.148 -0.249 
6 0.249 1.904 0.322 -0.086 0.319 -0.166 
7 -0.380 -0.488 0.051 -0.487 0.016 
8 -0.676 -0.769 0.427 -0.766 0.874 
9 -0.332 -0.443 0.122 -0.442 0.334 

10 -0.256 -0.251 -0.004 -0.254 -0.021 
11 -0.387 -0.346 0.154 -0.348 0.449 

Constant-,5 Nonconstant-J 
Model I Model II 

log^L -1,389.78 -1,369.12 -1,369.10 
Number of 
Iterations 13 27 26 
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that the algorithm works all cases out correctly and efficiently. Consequently, it is 

concluded that the developed method, with sample-free starting values, is valid and 

very efficient for any type of data sets in the estimation of the parameters for the 

generalized Weibull log-linear models. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ML FITTING THE LOGNORMAL 

LOG-LINEAR MODEL TO ACCELERATED 
TEST DATA 

The lognormal log-linear model is another most widely used accelerated life-

stress model in reliability engineering [80] [96], 

3.1 MODELING STRUCTURE 

Assumptions for the generalized lognormal log-linear model are as follows; 

1. The test units are randomly picked to perform the life tests at several prede

termined stress levels. The times to failure of the test units are statistically 

independent. 

2. At any stress level, the population of the times to failure, t ,  is assumed to 

be lognormally distributed, or the logarithm of times to failure, Y, given 

stress(es), X, has a normal distribution; i.e., 

Y  ~  a ) ,  

or the pdf of Y is given by [58] 

f { y )  =  (3.1) 
V27rcr 

where 

(I = mean of logg or K, given X, 
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and 

a = standard deviation of logg i, or V, given X. 

Note that /z and o are functions of the stress level X, which represent different 

times-to-failure distributions at different stress levels. 

3. The mean of the loggt, or V, is a linear function of the transformed stresses, 

4. The standard deviation of the loge f, or V, has been assumed to be a constant 

in most engineering practices so far [34] [67]. In general, the constant-variance 

assumption is often inappropriate for many engineering applications. For 

example, experimental studies on fatigue life have shown that the variance 

of the log cycles to failure depends on the stress level also [69] [97] [124]. 

This is the reason the generalized model, which contains the stress-dependent 

variance, is studied in this research. Two nonconstant-cr models have been 

proposed; i.e., a log-linear relationship of 

X, or [80] [96] 

jj, — ao dlXI + ••• -{- UrnXm- (3.2) 

loge <7 — 6o + ATi -!-•••+ bmXjn,  (3.3) 

and a linear relationship of 

(7 — 6o + + • • • + bmXm (3.4) 

Note that, like the Weibull model, the X terms in the a model may differ from 

those in the /z model. However, to simplify the notation, the same A' terms 

are used in this report. The results obtained later can be easily transferred to 
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the different JV-term models. The constant-<r model is the special case when 

bj =0 for J = 1, 2, m. 

5. The a'jS and b'jS are 2m + 2 model unknown parameters to be estimated from 

test data. 

On the other hand, the generalized lognormal log-linear model can be e.xpressed 

equivalently in the linear form of 

Vi = Oo + + • • • + dmXtm + ft) (3.5) 

where e is an error term, which is also normally distributed with a mean of zero and 

a standard deviation of a. However, it is not a classical linear model e.xcept in the 

constant-(T case, since it has a nonhomogeneous variance of error term. The errors 

for different observations are not i.i.d., but depend on the stress level X. Generally, 

it is a generalized linear model (GLM). 

Let { t i ,  X,, Wi)  be the test data with a sample of size N. The log likelihood 

function, under lognormality assumption, is given by 

3.2 PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

log, L = J2 loge [/ (loge t , ;  X.)] + (1 - Wi) log, [fi (log, t , - .  X,)] , 
1=1 

or 

(3.6) 

where 

<^(r) = standardized normal cdf ,  
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The ML estimates for the parameters can be obtained by solving 

d\og,L 
= 0, j = 0, 1, m, 

Uj  

and 

51og„ L 
— =  0 ,  J  =  0 ,  1 ,  m ,  

for a'jS and h'^s. Obviously, no analytical explicit solution exists even for the sim

plest constant-cr model. Actually, the parameter estimation for the lognormal dis

tribution with incomplete data would be more difficult than other commonly-used 

statistical models [96]. 

3.3 ESTIMATION ALGORITHM 

3.3.1 Estimates of the Coefficients of the Mean Function 

The least squares method can be employed here to obtain the ML estimates for the 

a'jS when the variances are known. Revisit the linear model of Eq. (3.5) again, or 

Yt = Go + OiATji -i- h ajnXim + Cj. 

where 

e, ~yV(0, a,). (3.7) 

Note that even if the error terms are normally distributed, it is not a classical linear 

form because the error terms do not have a common variance. However, the normal 

distribution is a member of the exponential family. If the data set is complete 

and the a^s are known, the weighted least squares (WLS) estimates for the linear 

coefficients, a'jS, are equivalent to the maximum likelihood (ML) estimates. The 

estimators are calculated directly by 

A = (X^V-^X) X^V-^Y, (3.8) 
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where 

X = 

1 An Xx2 
1 A'ai A'22 

V = 

Ll A',VI X 

a'l 0 
0 (t| 

0 0 

N2 

0 
0 

X Nm 

are N x {m + I)  and N x N matrices, and 

Vi 

Y = 

A = 

V2 

V^vj 

60 
ai 

are N and m + 1 vectors. When the constant-a model is used, the GLM of Eq. (3.5) 

is reduced to a classical linear model. In this case, the ML estimates are simply 

given by the ordinary least squares (OLS), or 

A = (X^X)"^X^Y. 

An iterative procedure, which can accommodate the censored data, was first 

suggested by Sampford and Taylor [65]. The idea is to transfer the suspended items 

into failure points; i.e., convert the incomplete data into a complete sample. Look 

at the log likelihood function again, 

1 1 
loge L = Y .  

leF 

ies  
1  _ $  

/ m \ 

- E j=0 

Ox 
/J 

(3.9) 
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where F is the set of individuals for which Yi  is an observed log times to failure, 

and 5 is the set for which \\ is a log censoring time. Then, the ML equations for 

djS are 

Q loge ^ 

daj  
= 0, 

or 

0 

/ m \ 

j=o 

E; i ( v .-E°j-Y.j)-Yu + E ' 
\  j=0 1 i^S  

1 - <5 
/v.-f:a,.V.A 

X,i = 0, 

;=o 

(3.10) 

where 

( p { z )  = standardized normal pd/, 

or 

( p { z )  =  
1 

e i 

The first term comes from the failure points, and the second term represents the 

suspended items. For a suspended item, introduce the equivalent log times to failure, 

Ye„ such that 

^ V ^ n V ^ Vi  -  2^ a J Xi]  
0  

j=o 

IY  V* a Y ^ ' i~  2-r  1  'J  
1 

•1=0 

\ 

Ve. - E ajXi j  
J=o 

(3.11) 

/ 
Then, Eq. (3.10) becomes 

E 
«€f 

^ (i'. - f ".-Vuj A:,, + E 
i € S  

^ A-., 
i=o 

= 0, 
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or 

.V 

1=1 
^2 ^ = 0, (3.12) 

where 

Vfii = ' 

for failures, 

/ y ^ a X ^ 

S Qj^Vy + 0"t' 

j=o 

;=0 

L_4. J=0 

for suspensions. 
(3.13) 

/ 
Since the Eq. (3.12) is the normal equation for the VVLS of 

\ 

mm 
- E j=Q 

cr, 

\ 

then,  under the condition that a-s, or 6^3, are given, the ML estimates of the a' jS  

are also obtained through the IRWLS, or from 

-I, 
A=(X^V-^X) X^V-^Ye. 

Actually, note that 

(3.14) 

E[Y\Y>Yi\  = f i i+ar  
^ ^ ("^j 

Therefore, for a suspended item, the equivalent failure time is defined by 

rn = £[y|y >y^l, 

which means the suspension item is assumed to fail at the conditional expected 

"failure time", conditioned to the fact that this item survives at VJ. This way, the 

incomplete data is converted into complete data. Therefore, the \VLS of Eq. (3.14) 

produces the ML estimates for the a'jS. However, the transformation depends on the 

unknown parameters, a'jS. Hence, the IRWLS has to be used to find the solution. 
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3.3.2 Estimates of the Coefficients of the Variance Function 

3.3.2.1 The Homoscedastic Case 

If the constant-o" model is used, the log likelihood function is 

log, £ = s: 
leF 

i6S '• \ a /J 
(3.15) 

When the //'^s, or a^s, are known, the ML equation for a is obtained from by 

d log« L 

da 
= Y .  - z  + - »)' a a-' 

Y - u 't> + y-  h—b. ^ > = 0 

or 

leF ^ 1 - <& (^) 
= 0, (3.16) 

where 

r = the number of observed failures. 

Using the equivalent failure times for suspended items, and rearranging Eq. (3.16), 

yields 

^ Z (Ye , =  r + 2: î̂  
^5 1 - (^) 

Let the right side of this equation denote 

-p{^)  r,-

re = r + 51 
t>{^)  Y - u  

which is the equivalent number of failures for the observed sample. Finally, the ML 

equation for a is simplified to 

1 iV 
=rE. (3.17) 

t= l  
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Hence, the ML estimate for a, under the condition that all a'jS are given, is calculated 

by the very familiar formula of 

a = 
ZiYEi- f i i ) '  

1=1 

rE 

1/2 

(3.18) 

This method is essentially an E-Kpectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [65] [124], 

3.3.2.2 The Heteroscedastic Case 

Generally, the variance may also be a function of stress(es). In this section, the 

log-Iinear-a model is used as an example to illustrate the new methodology for the 

generalized lognormal log-linear model. The log likelihood function, in this case, is 

,v 

t= l  

1 

H V •'TT j_o 

+ (1 - W,)\og^  1 - ̂  

\ e ; = o  / J  

2e J '"  
M 

(3.19) 

When /i/Js, or a'jS, are known, the ML equations for the 6^s are given by 

d logg L  

dbj  
= 0, 

or 

hv, 
i = l  

Lg j-o 

- 1 

0 

A-,, -h (1 - Wi) 
\eJ=0 / 

e'=° 1 - $ 

/ \ 

m 

\eJ=0 / 

A'., = 0. (3.20) 

Clearly, they are transcendental equations. To solve these equations, the approach 

introduced in Chapter 2 is used again here. To use the Newton-Ranphson method 
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initially, the second derivative of the log likelihood function for the 6^s is needed, or 

loge L 

dbjdbk 
T.^v, 
1=1 

— m 

j=0 

+(1 - W,)  

( 
0 

v. - \eJ=o / 

6'=" 1 _ 

/ 

<t> 

(V, - n,f 

m 

\ e J=0  /  

3^6; X.J 
e '=° 1 - $ 

(V^. - ̂^i? 

e  

<t> 

I  \  
Jizi£i_ 

/ 
\ 

\e^=0 / 

\eJ='' / 

XijXik  

1 - $ 

( 
Jlza-

\eJ=<» / 

Assume the current estimates of the 6^s are available, then the updated values, fej's 

are governed by 

ait>Sci, ,^sMog,L 

dbj  

Substituting the first and second derivatives into it, and rearranging the result into 

the form of a WLS normal equation, yields 

^7 1 (JH- \ 
=0.  

t=l t=l "» \fc=0 / 
(3.21) 
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where 

1 = + (1 - Wi) 
2 5:6,X., 

e  

<i> 

\eJ=0 / 

e'=° 1 - <5 

( \ 
n-ft 

V \e-'='' / 

<P 

(V. - \w=o / 

3^6,X(; 
e '=" 1 - (5 

I  \  

E^^.; 
\eJ=0 / 

+ 
2E6;>f.; 

e 

0 m 
E";*.; \eJ=o 
/ 

1 _$ 

\ 

and 

= (V^i - /i.)^ 

L.g J=0 

- 1 

<P 

\e.'='' / 

/ 

(3.22) 

+ (1 - VF.) 
Vi-Mi 

E»;*.; 
\w=o 

6-'='' 1 _ $ 

/ M'. 

JLzjij, m 
E';^. \s;='' 

j=o 
(3.23) 

Hence, conditioned to the given a'jS, the ML estimates of t / jS  can be obtained from 

B = (X^V-^X)"^ X^V-^Z, (3.24) 

which has to be implemented through the IRWLS. 

Similarly, the iterative formulas for the linear-a model can be obtained in the 

same manner. 

3.3.3 Estimation Procedure 

The estimation procedure for all model parameters, a'jS and b'jS, of the generalized 

lognormal log-linear model is summarized as follows: 
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Step 0: Start with initial values of af^ and 

Step 1: Transfer incomplete data into complete data by using the transformation de

fined in Eq. (3.13). 

Step 2: Conditioned on current h'jS, calculate a'jS using the VVLS, or Eq. (3.14). 

Step 3: Conditioned on current n'jS, estimate b'jS using the IRWLS on Eq. (3.24). 

Step 4; Check if the convergence condition has been reached. 

If YES, the current a'jS and 6^s are the ML estimators. 

If NO, go back to Step 1. 

This double IRWLS loop is shown in Fig. 3.1. 

For the constant-a model, it can be proved easiily, from Theorem 2 in [50], 

that the obtained solution is the global maximum, and the iterative process always 

converges to the MLE for any starting point in the parameter space. However, 

these properties can be proved theoretically for the generalized lognormal log-linear 

model. The validity and effectiveness of this developed method are also demon

strated numerically in next section. 

3.4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

To demonstrate the performance of the algorithm, four numerical e.xamples of pa

rameter estimation for the ALT experimental data [67] [95] [115] are provided in 

this section. The data analyses are performed via the computer program written 

in MathCad 6.0 (Appendix G), based on the developed method in Fig. 3.1. The 

convergence condition is 
m 

£ -f-165"' - < 10"^ 
j=0 
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No 
Converge? 

Yes 

Estimators of 
Of and bj. 

Initial guess: aj and bj. 

Update the weights. 

Sample Data. 

Estimate aj by WLS, 
conditioned on bj. 

Transfer incomplete 
sample into complete. 

Estimate bj  by IRWLS, 
conditioned on aj. 

Fig. 3.1 - The procedure of using IRWLS to obtain the ML estimates of 
ail parameters for the generalized lognormal log-linear model. 
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Table 3.1 - Fatigue test results for Case 3.1 [69]. 

Unit N'o. Stress, S, MPa Failure life, Cycles 

1 529.74 7,000 
2 490.50 16,000 
3 431.64 22,900 
4 392.40 48,000 
5 372.78 47,000 
6 372.78 53,000 
7 372.78 62,000 
8 372.78 36,000 
9 372.78 48,000 

10 372.78 65,000 
11 353.16 35,000 
12 333.54 145,000 
13 313.92 253,000 

3.4.1 Case 3.1 - Fatigue Data without Censoring 

Fatigue tests on #45 Chinese Steel were conducted under axial loads with a mean 

stress of Sm = 0 and different stress amplitudes [69]. Thirteen (13) identical stan

dard fatigue specimens were unequally distrbuted among eight (8) stress levels 

where six units were tested at 372.78 MPa and the rest of seven units was tested at 

seven different stress levels. All test units were cycled to failure. The test results 

are listed in Table 3.1. 

The lognormal log-linear model was used to represent the fatigue data [69] with 

/J, = Qq CliX, 

and the linear-a model of 

o"  =  6o +  b\X,  

where 

X = log^ S. 
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Table 3.2 — Parameter estimation, results for Case 
3.1. 

Parameter Qo ai bo b i  
Estimator 43.797 -5.554 3.559 -0.5454 

loge^ -2.6797 
•Number 

of 
iterations 

7 

The computer program in Appendix G was used to perform the parameter estima

tion. The estimation results are given in Table. 3.2. 

To study the efficiency of the algorithm, several sets of starting values were used: 

(4°', a^, = (0, 0, - 10, 0), 

= (0, 0, - 1, 0), 

= (0, 0, 0.1, 0), 

= (0, 0, 1, 0), 

= (0, 0, 10, 0). 

It can be seen that they are quite different from the final results, and they are also 

quite different from each other. However, It has been found that the results are 

consistent for all of these starting points, and the algorithm always takes seven (7) 

iterations to converge, which confirms that the choice of starting values is immate

rial. If the LS estimates, developed in [124], are used as the starting values, it takes 

six (6) iterations to converge to the same results. 

3.4.2 Case 3.2 - Fatigue Test Data with Censoring 

Low cycle fatigue data from a strain-controlled test of a nickel base superalloy were 

reported by Nelson [97]. Twenty-six (26) identical cylindrical specimens were tested 
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at different stress levels. The number of cycles and failure/censored information are 

given in Table 3.3. 

The lognormal log-linear model was used to represent the data in [97] with 

= oq + o 1A, 

and 

a = 

where 

.V = log,5. 

Run the computer program in Appendix G to obtain the ML estimates of all four 

parameters. Also, two sets of (20, 0, 1, 0} and {100, 0, 1, 0} are used as the 

starting values of {ao°\ ai°', respectively. The algorithm takes 26 and 

27 iterations to converge to the same results from these two different startings. The 

results are given in Table 3.4. 

To see if the results are the real ML estimators, the numerical checking approach 

in Chapter 2 is used again. 

1. First, check if the solution is a maximum point on the log likelihood surface. 

Sequentially vary one parameter from the obtained value and keep others 

fixed at their obtained values. Calculate the log likelihood values at these 

parameter combinations. Compare the calculated log^ L with the obtained 

loggL, or —23.59657 in this case. It has been found that all calculated values 

of loge L, with one parameter changed from the obtained value, are smaller 

than —23.59657, which means the solution is a maximum point on the log 

likelihood surface. 



Table 3.3 - The fatigue test data of the nickel-base 
superalloy specimens for Case 3.2 [97]. 

Stress, Cycles Observation 
5, ksi type 
80.3 211,629 Failure 
80.6 200,027 Failure 
80.8 57,923 Runout 
84.3 155,000 Failure 
85.2 13,949 Failure 
85.6 112,968 Runout 
85.8 152,680 Failure 
86.4 156,752 Failure 
86.7 138,114 Runout 
87.2 56,732 Failure 
87.3 121,075 Failure 
89.7 122,372 Runout 
91.3 112,002 Failure 
99.8 43,331 Failure 

100.1 12,076 Failure 
100.5 13,181 Failure 
113.0 18,067 Failure 
114.8 21,300 Failure 
116.4 15,616 Failure 
118.0 13,030 Failure 
118.4 8,489 Failure 
118.6 12,434 Failure 
120.4 9,750 Failure 
142.5 11,865 Failure 
144.5 6,705 Failure 
145.9 5,733 Failure 
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Table 3.4 - Parameter estimation results for Case 
3.2. 

Parameter o-a ai bo 
Estimator 33.6131 -5.0054 9.4275 -2.1374 

loggL -23.59657 
Number 

of 
iterations 

27 

2. Second, check if the solution is the global maximum point empirically. Ran

domly take a large number of parameter combinations, say 100,000 in this 

case, over a wide range of parameter space. Calculate the log^ L value at each 

parameter combination. Compare all results with the obtained logg L. If all 

these numbers are smaller than the obtained logg L, it can be concluded that 

the solution is the global maximum point with a probability close to 1. In 

this case, no calculated log^ L is greater than and even equal to -23.59657. 

Therefore, the results obtained are believed to be the real ML estimators. 

3.4.3 Case 3.3 - Multiple-Stress with Complete Data 

Rework the power on/ofF three-factor .A.LT data of Case 2.3. However, the lognormal 

log-linear model is used to fit the DC motor data here, or 

= Oq + OlAi + 02^2 + 

and 

^ _ g6o+41 A'1+62X2+63X3 

Using the proposed method, the results of the fitted parameters are given in Table 
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Table 3.5 - Parameter estimation results for Case 
3.3. 

Parameter Estimator Parameter Estimator 

ao 7.602 bo -1.774 
Gi -0.724 6i 0.004 
a2 -0.423 62 0.091 
az  -1.322 ^3 0.681 

0.031 
Number 

of 17 
iterations 

Quite different starting values were tried. Use one of 

4°', 4°', 6^°', bf\ = (0, 0, 0, 0,-1, 0, 0, 0), 

= (0, 0, 0, 0, 0.1, 0, 0, 0), 

= (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0), 

= (0, 0, 0, 0, 10, 0, 0, 0), 

= (0, 0, 0, 0, 100, 0, 0, 0). 

at a time. The algorithm always takes seventeen (17) iterations to come to the 

same results from these quite different starting values, which again confirms that 

the algorithm does not depend much on the starting values. Based on the result of 

numerical checking, the obtained results are the ML estimators of the parameters. 

3.4.4 Case 3.4 - Multiple-Stress with Large Number of Censoring 

The temperature-voltage ALT data of Case 2.4, which has 200 units tested and 

165 suspended items, is used again here. The lognormal log-linear model is used to 

represent the times-to-failure distribution of these devices, or 

/i = Qq + OhVI + Q2-'^2> 
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Table 3.6 - Parameter estimation results for Case 
3.4. 

Parameter Estimator Parameter Estimator 
ao -3.4679 bo 5.57021 
Ol 6,387.6 bi -31.877 
02 -2.7268 62 -2.2902 

log^L -90.852 

and 

_ ^bo+biXt+biX-i 

where 

and 

X2 = log,K 

Applying the proposed IRWLS algorithm to these heavily censored data, yields 

the parameter estimators in Table 3.6, which have been confirmed numerically to 

be exactly the ML estimators. 

Two sets of starting values are tried, which are 

(4°', 4°', =(10, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0), 

and 

(a^, af, 6^°', 6^°') = (-7, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0). 

It turns out the algorithm converges to the ML estimators from these two quite 

different starting points with 243 and 212 iterations, respectively. 
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Weibull model 

lognormal model 

400 K 

375 K 

350 K 

1,000 10,000 10 100 

Time, hr 

Fig. 3.2 - The times-to-failure distributions of both the lognormal and 
Weibull log-linear models with constant-beta at 12 V and 
different temperatures. 

The figures 3.2 - 3.5 show the ccomparision of the lognormal log-linear model 

with the Weibull log-linear model, where both are fitted to these sample data. It 

can be seen that different models may yield different predictions [43]. Be careful to 

select a model to represent ALT data. 

In summary, it is seen, from the previous four different cases, that the algorithm 

always converges to the ML estimators in reasonable steps even though the starting 

values are much different from the ML estimators. .A.lso, the quite different starting 

values result in a small difference in the number of iterations. The starting values 

are immaterial. Consequently, the proposed method is effective for any type of data 
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Weibulla model 

Lognormal model 

400 K 

375 K 

350 K 

1,000 10,000 100 10 

Time, hr 

Fig. 3.3 - The times-to-failure distributions of both the lognormal and 
VVeibull log-linear models with nonconstant-beta at 12 V and 
different temperatures. 
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u 

I' 

I 
lognonnal model Weibull model 

28 V 

20 V 

12 V 

10 100 1,000 10,000 

Time, hr 

Fig. 3.4 - The times-to-failure distributions of both the lognormal and 
VVeibull log-linear models with constant-beta at 350 K and 
different voltages. 
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Weibull model 

lognonnal model 

20 V 

16 V 

12 V 

100 1,000 10,000 

Time, hr 

Fig. 3.5 - The times-to-failure distributions of both the lognormal and 
Weibull log-linear models with nonconstant-beta at 350 K 
and different voltages. 
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in the parameter estimation process of the generalized lognormai log-linear models. 

Also the following are found: 

1. .Actually, only two values are needed for the starting values, which are bo and 

qq. The rest of the parameters can be set to zero initially; i.e.. 

= 

,(0) 

and 

(0) a)'  = i  

b'o 

0 

Uq 

J  =  0 ,  

j = l,2,...,m. 

i = 0, 

, 0  j  =  1 ,2 , . . .  ,m .  

For the complete data, only the 60"' is needed, and ag®' can also be set to zero. 

2. The standard starting values work very well for any type of data, which are 

= 1 

and 

ao°' = a number which is greater than the largest V'/s. 

The optimal ao°' would be the next integer of max{V^}|^t- Therefore, the 

standard starting values for the algorithm will be 

1 j = 0, 

^0 i = l,2,...,m, 

bf^ = 

and 

( 0 )  a )  = <  

'  I N T ( m a x { y j } )  j  =  0, 

0 i = l,2,...,m. 
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3. Usually, the algorithm takes a few steps to converge. However, when data 

have a large number of suspensions, it might take a quite more iterations, as 

may be seen in Case 3.4. 

4. When the linear-a model is used for the censored data, a great care for the 

initials should be taken to ensure that the real MLE has indeed been found. 

It is recommended that the robust LS estimators [124], which can be obtained 

with sample-free starting values, be employed as the starting values. 
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CHAPTER 4 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO CONFIDENCE 

LIMITS ON THE RELIABILITY 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Once the ML estimators of the model parameters are obtained, the reliability of the 

product at the use stress level, X, for a given operation time, t, under the log-linear 

model assumption, can be estimated from 

which is also the ML estimator of the reliability. Obviously, different samples will 

result in different estimated reliabilities. The question is how good the estimator 

is, or with what assurance the true reliability of the product is not less than the 

estimated reliability based on the test data. The solution is to attach a confidence 

level to the estimate, or to find the confidence interval on the reliability at a chosen 

confidence level. A confidence interval is a range of values such that it will contain 

the true value with a given error. The reliability engineers are often interested in 

the lower, one-sided confidence limit on the reliability in most applications. 

Since the exact confidence interval estimation for most practical problems are either 

not available or not feasible, appro.ximate confidence intervals which are based on 

the large sample theory are widely used in applications. Traditionally, the approx

imate confidence limits are based on the asymptotic normal (AN) theory of the 

ML estimators. AN confidence intervals are relatively easy to compute and have 

(4.1) 

4.2 APPROXIMATE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
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been used in most statistical and reliability software packages. However, the AN 

confidence limits require that the number of failures be large enough so that the 

distributions of the estimates are approximately normal. Unless the sample sizes 

are very large, the joint sample distribution of parameter estimates is not close to 

being a multivariate normal distribution. Thus, the .A.N limits are usually inac

curate for small and censored samples. The AN confidence intervals are generally 

anticonservative and asymmetric even for moderately large sample sizes [10]. 

The asymptotic chi-square distribution of the likelihood ratio (LR) statistics pro

vides another approximate method to obtain confidence intervals. These confidence 

intervals, based on inverting LR tests, are rarely found in statistical and reliability 

software packages [10]. Recent evidence indicates that LR confidence intervals per

form much better than AN confidence intervals, especially in small and censored 

samples [10]. The AN and LR confidence intervals are asymptotically equivalent, 

but they differ considerably in small and censored samples. Various research re

sults have revealed that the LR confidence intervals are much more accurate for 

small and censored samples than AN confidence intervals [10] [65] [96]. It has been 

found that the approximation to the LR statistic is quite good even for fairly 

small and censored samples. Thus, the LR confidence intervals obtained have close 

to the desired coverage probabilities, or nominal levels. Unlike the .A.N confidence 

intervals, the LR confidence intervals are transformation invariant, and often more 

conservative, especially when suspensions are present. The LR confidence intervals 

tend to yield near symmetric error probabilities, and thus are more appropriate for 

one-sided confidence limits. Due to its superior performance in small and censored 

samples which are typically encountered in engineering applications, the LR confi

dence intervals are strongly recommended to be the first choice by several experts 

[10] [65] [96]. Nelson suggested that in the future the reliability and statistical 
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packages should automatically calculate the LR confidence limits [96]. 

4.2.1 The AN Coiiiidence Limits on the Calculated Reliability 

In this section, the .AN confidence intervals on the reliability is briefly reviewed. Let 

© be a vector of all unknown parameters taking on values in the parameter space 

i.e., 

& = {9u 02, . . . ,  

Here 0 includes all of the a'jS and b'jS in the previous chapters. Under a parametrical 

assumption, the reliability at the use stress level X for a mission duration of t is 

denoted by 

R { t )  =  R { t - ,  0, X). 

If 0 is the ML estimate of 0, then 

R { t )  =  R { t :  0, X), 

is the ML estimate of R { t ) .  From the Maximum Likelihood Large-Sample Theory, 

when the sample size N —> oo, 

R { t )  ~  j V { R { t ) ,  (4.2) 

where 

R { t )  =  true value of the reliability R  { t ;  0, X), 

and 

= standard deviation of the estimated reliability. 
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The variances of the parameter estimates, af , and the covariances of two parameter 

estimates, COV (dj, 6^^, can be calculated approximately from the local Fisher's 

information matrix. 

Making use of the standard normal distribution, the following probabilistic equa

tion can be written for the two-sided confidence limits: 

_ /  R { t ) - R { t )  I  ^  
P 1 < ^a/2 f — 1- Q!, 

or 

P  { R { t )  -  Z a j i O f i  <  R { t )  <  R { t )  +  = 1 - q. (4.3) 

Consequently, the 100(1 - a)% lower, two-sided .A.N confidence limit on the relia

bility is 

Rl2 = fi(0 ~ (4.4) 

and the upper, two-sided limit is 

Ru2 = R{t) + Za/2<^ff, (4-5) 

where 

-q/2 = upper 100(q/2) percentile of the standard normal distribution. 

The 100(1 —a)% lower, one-sided confidence limit is, then, obtained from Eq. (4.4) 

by replacing a/2 by a, or 

R li =  R { t )  -  Z a d i i -  (4.6) 

These approximations are usually better for large complete samples, but may be 

poor for small and censored samples. 
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4.2.2 The LR Confidence Limits on the Calculated Reliability 

From the ML Large-Sample Theory [65] [96] [98], the LR statistic, which is defined 

by 

A=-21og,-^^, (4.7) 
' 1(0) ^ ' 

is asymptotically distributed as a chi-square with the degrees of freedom of the 

length of the vector ©o, where 

©0 = true values of the parameters, 

0 = ML estimates of the parameters, based on the sample, 

L(©o) = sample likelihood function evaluated at the true values 

of the parameters, 

and 

L(©) = sample likelihood function evaluated at the ML estimators 

of the parameters. 

It appears that this approximation is also reasonable for fairly small sample sizes 

and censored samples. Note that here ©o could be the full parameter vector 0, 

a single element of 0, or some other subset of 0. The following probabilistic 

statement can be made: 

where 

Xa,  m — upper lOOa percentile of the chi-square distribution with m degrees 

of freedom, which is the length of ©o-
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For any parameter, 6j, the 100(1 — a) lower and upper, two-sided LR confidence 

limits can be directly obtained by solving 

-2log,-^ = Y^i (4.9) 
1(0) ' 

for 9j, assuming that the other parameters are known. There are two values that 

satisfy Eq. (4.9), say 9i < 82, which correspond to the 100(1 - q;)% lower and 

upper, two-sided LR confidence limits for dj, respectively. 

There is a rich literature on LR confidence interval estimation for the parameters, 

using both complete and censored life-test data [10]. However, be aware that the 

issue discussed here is to find the LR confidence limits for the reliability, in other 

words, a function of those model parameters. The LR confidence limits on a function 

have been concluded to be more difficult [96]. Lawless gave a graphical approach 

for some simple functions [69]. Except for a few special cases, such as the binomial 

model [77], the general results of the LR confidence limits on a function of all model 

unknown parameters are not available. 

4.3 GENERAL APPROACH TO LR CONFIDENCE LIMITS 

ON RELIABILITY 

To present the method clearly, without losing generality, a case with two unknown 

parameters only is used in this section. The results hold for the general cases. 

Assume that there are two unknown parameters only, a and b, in the log-linear 

model; i.e., 

0 = {a, b } .  

Then, the LR statistic. A, has a chi-square distribution with two degrees of freedom, 

or 

A  = -2 l o g . ~  ( 4 . 1 0 )  
L { a ,  b )  
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where 

a ,  b  =  true values of the parameters, 

a ,  h  =  ML estimators of the parameters, 

and 

L { - )  = sample likelihood function. 

The corresponding probabilistic statement will be 

Thus, the region of 

L ( a ,  b )  ,  
-2l0ge-)7^<Xa,2, (4.12) 

L(a, 0) 

or 

loge L { a ,  b )  >  logg L { a ,  b )  -  ] ^ x l , 2  (4-13) 

provides an appro.ximate 100(1 — a ) %  j o i n t  L R  c o n f i d e n c e  r e g i o n  for the parameters 

a  a n d  b .  

Graphically, the sample log likelihood function is a three dimensional surface, 

or a mountain, in the MLE neighborhood, as may be seen in Fig. 4.1. The MLE 

is simply at the top of the mountain. Horizontal slices through the surface form 

contours of equal likelihood, as shown in Fig. 4.2. .A.ny point, or a pair of parameters 

(a, 6), inside the contour makes the left side of Eq. (4.13) greater than its right 

side. The points on the boundary make the equality of both sides of Eq. (4.13). 

Hence, from Eq. (4.13), the bound of the joint LR confidence region is determined 

from the contour of equal likelihood, or 



Log L(a, b) 

A 
a 

MLE 

Fig. 4.1 - The sample log likelihood surface. 
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70% 80% 85% 90% 95% 99% 

b 

Fig. 4.2 - The contours of equal likelihood and the joint LR confidence 
regions. 
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(4.14) 

In other words, the contours of equal likelihood are actually the bounds of the joint 

LR confidence regions for a and b with the confidence level 100(1 - a)% determined 

by Eq. (4.14). Therefore, based on the sample, the probability that the true values 

of (a, h) are in the closed joint LR confidence region is equal to 100(1 - a)%, or 

On the other hand, given time t  and the stress level X, the reliability is a function 

of the parameters only, or 

which maps the joint LR confidence region on the a-b plane, as a domain, onto the 

/?-axis, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Let Rl2 and Ru2 denote the minimum and maximum 

of the range of the reliability function of Eq. (4.16) defined in the domain of the 

joint LR confidence region of Eq. (4.13). Then, Eq. (4.11) is equivalent to the 

probabilistic statement of 

Thus, Ri2 and R(j2 are actually the 100(1 — a)% lower and upper, two-sided LR 

confidence limits on the reliability, respectively. 

Since Eq. (4.16) is a monotonic function of the model parameters, the minimum 

and maximum values in its range always take place on the bound of its domain, 

or the bound of the joint LR confidence region for the parameters. Hence, the 

LR confidence limits on the reliability are the minimum and maximum values of 

the reliability function which is defined on the bound of the joint LR confidence 

P (a, b) € {(a, 6)| log^ L(a, b) > log, L{a, b) -  = 1 - «• (4.15) 

R{t) = R{a, b),  (4.16) 

P {^L2 ^ R{t) < RU2} = 1—0:. (4.17) 
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~,.. 1 2 
log L(a, b)= log L~"' b)- 2 Xa,2 

a 
Fig. 4.3 - The reliability function defined in the joint LR confidence 

region of the parameters. 
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region of Eq. (4.14). The problem is finally reduced to minimize and maximize the 

reliability function subject to the constraint of Eq. (4.14); i.e., 

min/?(a, 6), 
a,b 

and 

max R{a, 6),  

Such constraint optimization can be carried out using the method of Lagrangian 

multipliers. Let 

be the new objective function, where A is a Lagrange multiplier. The constraint 

optimization is then converted into a unconstrained optimization, or 

min S(a, 6), 
a,b 

and 

max S(a, b ) .  
a ,6 

Thus, the optimal points can be obtained by solving the equations 

subject to logg L { a ,  b )  = logg L { d ,  b )  (4.18) 

where logg L(d, b )  is a number which has been found in the point ML estimation. 

S(a, b )  =  R { a ,  b )  +  X  logg L { a ,  b )  -  logg L { d ,  b )  +  \ x l , 2  

9 S { a ,  b )  _  

d a  
9 S { a ,  b )  _  

d b  ~  

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

and 

d S j a ,  6) _ 

d \  
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for a, b  and A. Note that the third equation is nothing but the constraint itself. .A.t 

least two pairs of (a, 6) values satisfy these equations. Substituting all solutions 

into the reliability function of Eq. (4.16), the resulting smallest and largest values 

of reliability, /2/,2 s^nd will be the 100(1 — 0:)% lower and upper, two-sided 

LR confidence limits for R{t), respectively. Since the LR confidence intervals yields 

near equally error probabilities at the two tails, the 100(1 — a)% lower, two-sided 

LR limit is also the 100(1 - a/2)% lower, one-sided LR confidence limit for the 

reliability. 

4.4 CASE STUDIES 

In this section, three numerical examples will be carried out to illustrate the calcu

lations of the LR confidence limits on the reliability in detail. 

4.4.1 Case 4.1 - Single-Stress with Censoring Using the Weibull 
Log-Linear Model 

For the accelerated life-test on PET films of Case 2.1, the Weibull log-linear model 

with stress-dependent-i3 was found to represent the test data pretty well, based on 

the results of Case 2.1. Voltage is the only accelerated stress. Forty-four (44) films 

were tested at four voltage levels. Most of test units were tested until failure. Three 

units being tested at lowest stress level were terminated because they did not fail 

after a very long test time as may be seen in Table 2.1 which are the asterished 

values. It is typical accelerated test results. The reliability function at any given 

stress level is given by 

R { t )  

where 

logg 7] = Go + OiX, 
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logg i3 = bo + biX, 

and 

X = log^iV - 4.76). 

Obviously, the model has four unknown parameters, cq, ci, bo and 61. From the 

results of Case 2.1, the ML estimators of these parameters are 

«o = 6.3285, 

di = -1.9529, 

bo = 2.2311, 

61 = -0.4636, 

and the sample log likelihood function at the MLE is 

log«L (ao, di, bo, 61) = -173.2728. 

Thus, the ML estimate of the reliability for the operation time t  at the use stress, 

AV, will be 

as shown in Fig. 4.4. However, this estimated reliability has approximately 50% 

confidence only. To increase the assurance, the confidence intervals with a high 

confidence level is required, such as the 90% two-sided confidence limits on the 

reliabil i ty for the given operating t ime, t ,  and operation stress,  Xa. 

In the original work [47], the author put the discussion on the confidence intervals 

for the parameters. Several methods are mentioned. However, it is concluded 

that no proper method is available to obtain the confidence intervals, even for the 

parameters of the PET film stress-life model. 

g3.23n-0.4636Xy 
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SOLUTION TO CASE 4.1 

Assume the nominal voltage is 5 V. Then, 

Xu = logg(5 - 4.76) = -1.472. 

Under the VVeibull log-linear assumption, the reliability for a mission time t  at the 

use stress level, R{t), is a function of the model parameters, or 

Riao, a, ,  bo, 

or 

R{ao, ai, bo, 6i) = e'V'""") . (4.21) 

These parameters are governed by the joint LR confidence region, which forms the 

domain of the reliability function of Eq. (4.21). 

On the other hand, the sample log likelihood function is defined by 

log, L{ao, at, bo, by) = £ VK. [{bo + b,X,) -  (ao + 

where 

N = sample size, or 44 in this case, 

and 

Wi = censoring indicator. 

It reaches its maximum at the MLE, or 

loggL (ao, di, bo, 6i) = -173.2728. (4.23) 
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Since there are four unknown parameters, the LR statistic in this case is approxi

mately distributed as a chi-square with 4 degrees of freedom. Then, the probability 

statement for the true parameters can be made as 

L Ci,  Oo,  Oi j  J  

Therefore, the 90% joint LR confidence region for oq, ci , bg and b\ is defined by 

L (oo, ai, ho, bi) , 
~2l0gg- —r : T -p- < Xo.10,4 

loge L, ^Oo, Ci, Oq , Oi j  

or 

loggL(ao, ai,  ho, hi) > L (do, di,  bo, i i)  -  ̂,\;o.io,4- (-^-25) 

From the table [59], 

xliOA = 3.8897. (4.26) 

Substituting Eqs. (4.23) and (4.26) into Eq. (4.25), yields the 90% joint LR confi

dence region for oq, Oi , bo and 6i, or 

loggL(ao, Qi, bo, bi) > -177.1625. (•^•27) 

The boundary of this region, then, is defined by 

loggL(ao, ai, ho, 6i) + 177.1625 = 0, 

or 

E [{bo + biXi) - {ao + - 1) log, t ,] 

- [•^^,) +177-1625 = 0. (4.28) 

Based on the discussion in Section 4.3, the two-sided LR confidence limits on the 

reliability can be determined by 

min R{ao, oi, bo, hi),  
ao,ai,boM 
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and 

max R { a o ,  Oi, b o ,  6i), 
ao.ai ,00,01 

subject to the constraint of Eq. (4.28). 

If this constraint optimization is carried out directly, it would be very compli

cated. Note that logg (- logg R) is a monotonically decreasing function of R. Mini

mizing and maximizing R are equivalent to maximizing and minimizing logg (- logg /?), 

respectively. .Also, note that 

logg (- logg R )  =  [logg i - (ao + , 

= [logg i - (ao -

which is simpler than the reliability expression. Thus, the problem is simplified to 

optimize the objective function of 

l o g e  ( -  l o g g  R ) ,  

subject to the constraint of Eq. (4.28), or 

max [logg i - (ao - 1.427ai)]e'"'"^"''^^''', 
10 ,ai,6o,6i 

and 

min [logg t  — {ao -  1.427ai)]e'"'~'"''^^'",  
ao,ai,boM' 

subject to 

E [{bo + bxXi) - (ao + - 1) logg u] 

/ t Ne'o+'i*! 
- —+ 177.1625 = 0. 

V^gao+aiA, J 

The Lagrange multiplier technique is called upon to solve this constrained opti

mization problem. By defining a new objective function as 

S(ao, oi, 6o, 6i) = logg (-logg fl) + A [logg L(ao, bo, 6i) + 177.1625], 
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or 

S (no, ai, boy 6i) = [log^^ - (oq - 1.427ai)]e'''' 

+ A (X; [(60 + 61 A'.) - (ao + - 1) log, t ,] 
w=L 

(—— V^gOo+ai h:) 
gto+'l *i 

+ 177.1625 L 

the constraint problem becomes an unconstrained optimization problem. Therefore, 

the solutions can be obtained by solving 

It 

n c tt 

dao 

da, '  '  

dbo 

-Wi + ( ) 
\gao+aiXi j  

e'o+'i^i 

) 
g6o+6iX, ^ 

g60+6iX,-
^Y_g6o+fc.X, ^ 

= (logg t-aQ + 1.427ai) 

+A f; {W, [1 - (ao + log, i.] 

f— y gOo+aiA", 

k'o+'I •*> 

dS 
— = (-1.427)e'"'-^-'27^-(log,i - ao + 1.427a0 
aoi 

u 
+A Y, [1 - (ao + auV.)e'"'+^"^' + 6"°+'"'^'' log, f,] 

1=1 

and 

dS 

dX 
= E [{bo + biX,) - {ao + + (6"°+*"^' - 1) log,«,] 

1=1 

- ( - k r) 
e^o+'i*! 

+ 177.1625 = 0. y^goo+oi Xi 

for ao, oi, 60, bi and A. Unfortunately, no analytical solutions exist. For a given f, 

two sets of solutions are found numerically. Substituting those solutions into the 
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reliability function of Eq. (4.21), two different reliability values are obtained, where 

the small one is the 90% lower, two-sided LR confidence limit on the reliability 

for the time t at 5 voltages, and the large one is the 90% upper, two-sided LR 

confidence limit. The results are shown in Fig. 4.4. 

4.4.2 Case 4.2 - Multiple-Stress Data Using the lognormal Log-
linear Model 

Consider the multiple-stress ALT on the DC motors of Case 3.3. Three accelerated 

stresses were employed. Fifty-six (56) identical DC motors were tested to failure 

at seven (7) stress combinations unevenly. Assume the natural choice for these DC 

motors is the lognormal log-linear relationship; i.e., at any given stress level, X, the 

times to failure follow a lognormal distribution, 

m = (4.29) 
t\/2TT(7 

where 

/Z = Qq "I" 1 0,2^2 + CZ3JV3, (4.30) 

and 

^ _ ̂ bo-rbiXi+b2Xi+l}3X3 (4-31) 

From the solutions to Case 3.3, the ML estimators for a'jS and b'jS are 

ao = 7.602, bo = -1.774, 

di = -0.724, hi = 0.004, 

02 = -0.423, 62 = 0.091, 

03 — —1.322, 63 = 0.681, 

and the sample log likelihood function at MLE point is 

log, L{A, B) = 0.031, 
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Fig. 4.4 — The reliability functions of the PET films at 5 V, based on 
the test data. 
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based on the test data, where 

A = (aoi Oi, ^2, 03) 1 

and 

B = (ho, bi,  fto) 63) • 

Assume the normal use condition is 

Xm = 1.5 volts, 

X-2U = 0.05 amperes, 

and 

Xju — 1 power on/off cycling operation. 

Hence, under the normal condition, 

/i = do + diXiu + 0,2X21; + 

or 

A = 5.1722, (4.32) 

and 

^ _ ^bo+biXic+hXiU+h^w 

or 

a = 0.3389. (4.33) 

The ML estimate of the reliability for a service life t  will be 

R{t) = 1 - $ 
' l ogg f  -  p.  
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or 

R{t) = 1 -
log^i-5.1722 

(4.34) 
0.3389 

which holds 50% confidence assurance actually, as shown in Fig. 4.5. The true 

reliability value is greater than the calculated reliability from Eq. (4.34) for 50% 

of the time only. In other words, 50% of the time, the calculated reliability is less 

than the true value. Clearly, it is not conservative. Usually, a higher confidence 

level, such as 90%, is required. 

SOLUTION TO CASE 4.2 

For given time, t ,  and stress level, X, the reliability as a function of model 

parameters is 

R{t) = 1 - <5 

_ 1 ^ loge ^ - («Q + ai^W + 0-2^2U + 
g6o+4i -Vitz+fiayViu+fiaA'at/ 

or 

fi(A, B) = 1 - $ 
logg t  — (do "i" 1.5fli + 0.05o2 + CZ3) 

(4.35) g6o+ 1.54i+0.0562+63 

However, the true values of the parameters, and t/jS, are seldom known. Only 

the estimates of the parameters are found from the test data. Based on the ML 

large-sample theory, the LR statistic 

L{A, B) 
A= -2 logg Xs. 

I(A, B) 

because eight (8) unknown parameters are estimated from sample data. Therefore, 

the following probabilistic statement can be made: 

L(A, B) 
P -2 log. 

I(A, B) ^ X0.2O, 81 "~ 80%, (4.36) 
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where 

L{A, B) = sample likelihood function evaluated at the true parameters, 

and 

L(A, B) = sample likelihood function evaluated at the ML estimators 

of the parameters. 

Thus, the equation 

L(A, B) 2 

L{A, B) 

or 

loge L(A, B) > logg L{A, B) - -xLo, 8- (4.37) 

forms the approximate 80% joint LR confidence region for a'jS and b'^s.  From the 

results of Case 3.3, 

log^L(A, B) =0.031, (4.38) 

from the x' tables [59], 

X o . 2 0 ,  s ~ 11^-030, (4..39) 

and the log likelihood function is given by 

iV 
log, L(A, loge - log, a, - -

i=l 

tiy/^ 

1 

2a^ 

— (bp + + b2Xt2 + b^Xi^) 
t i \ /^ 

[toge ~ (QQ + Qw^il + 02-^12 + 
^g2{bo+biXii+biXi2+b3Xiz) 
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or 

56 C , 

logg L(A, B) = ^ < logg ^ — (60 + biXii + 62^^12 + '>.•3-^13) 
[ t iV 2Tr 

[loge ^ ~ (QQ + Ql-'^U + Q2^^»2 + fl3^^i3)P 
2g2(6o+6i Xi:+62^i2+43-'Y,3) 

Substituting Eqs. (4.38), (4.39) and (4.40) into Eq. (4.37), yields the 80% joint LR 

confidence region 

^  I / n ~  ~  +  ^ 2 X ^ 2  +  b j X ^ i )  
t=l [ tiV^TT 

''""""'I ^ («•) 

The boundary of this region is then defined by 

1'°®* t  \ /^ ~~ 63-^13) 

[loge - (oo -t- oiJVji + 02X^2 + a3-^'i3)]^ ] , - ,0, n r 1 

0em-^»,xa+b,x„+b,xa) J + = 0- (•^••^2) 

The domain of the reliability function is then restricted to this boundary of the 

80% joint LR confidence region for a'jS and b'jS. Defined on the contour only, the 

minimum and maximum of the reliability function always exist,  namely and R ^ ,  

respectively. Hence, the probability statement of Eq. (4.36) is equivalent to 

P { R L<  R{t) < R u }  =  S Q % .  

Since the LR confidence intervals yield near symmetric error probabilities, then 

P{R{t) > R l}  = 9 0 % ,  

which means R e  is the 90% lower, one-sided confidence limit on the reliability. 

Therefore, the 90% lower, one-sided confidence limit on the reliability, Ru, can be 

obtained from 

R i i  = min i2(A, B), 
A,B ^ ' 

(4.40) 
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or 

Rci = min < 1 - <& 
Oj, 6; 1 

logg t  — (Qq + l.OOi + O.OSQ j + O3) 
g6o+ l-Sbi +0.0562+63 (4.43) 

subject to the constraint of Eq. (4.42). 

Since R = \  — <^{z) \s a. monotonically decreasing function, the minimum of the 

function value always occurs at the maximum point of the domain. Therefore, the 

optimization of Eq. (4.43) can be simplified as 

logg t  — {00 + l.ooi + 0.05a2 + 03) 
e6o+1.561+0.0562+63 ' 

subject to the constraint of Eq. (4.42). The Lagrange multiplier technique is used 

to solve this problem. Let 

be the new objective function. The constrained optimization becomes a uncon

strained one, or 

maxS(A, B). 
O;, bj 

The optimal solution can be obtained by solving 

_ lege t-{ao + 1.5ai + O.OSaa + 03) 
°) — g6o+l-56i+0.0S62+63 

9S{A, B) Q 

dttj  

dS{A, B) 

dbj 

and 

dS{A, B) 

dX 
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or 

and 

dao 

dai 

da2 

daz 

1 U A ~ (^0 "*" + 0-2^i2 + O-^^tz) 
g6o+^'561+0.0562+63 ^ * 

1.5 

t=i 
56 

g2(6o+4i 'Vii+6''V,2+63Xj3) 
= 0, 

g6o+l.56i +0.0562+63 

0.05 
g6o+ l.56i +0.0562 +63 

I 

. ̂  — (qq + QIA",i + a2vYi2 + Q.i^Vis)] _ p. 
e^C'o+fiwV.i+fijA-.j+iaX.a) 

_l_ ^ ̂  AiafVj — (QQ + Qi-rV,! + a2A|2 + «3^Yt.3)| 
g2(4i)+6i /Y,i+62/Y,2+63X13) 

p6o+1-561+0.0562+63 
^ i=l 

dS _ logg t  — {gq + 1.5ai + 0.05a2 + 03) 
Qf)^ g6o + l.561+0.0562+63 

i=l 

Ar,3[K, — (OQ + QI/Y,! + 02^,2 + 
g2(6o+6iX,i+62X,2+63X13) 

56 

+AE 
1=1 

{Yj — (oq + aiA,i + a2Xi2 + 03^,3)^ ^ 
g2(6o+6i X,1+62X12+63-^,3) 

dS _ 1.5[logg ^ — (oo + 1.5ai + 0.05a2 + 03)] 
Qf)^ g6o+1.56i+0.0562+63 

(y, — (gp + aiX,! + 02^^,2 + ^ 

g2(6o+6iXi 1+62X12+63X13) 

dS _ 0.05[loggi — (oo + 1.5ai + 0.05a2 + 03)] 
QI)2 +1- *561 +0.0562 +63 

56 

+ax;^V.2 

= 0 ,  

56 

+AX;^Ya 
i=l 

= 0, 

(V, — (gp + QiA,i + 0-2^12 + Q.3A",3)^ ^ 
g2(6o+6iX,I+62X12+63X13) 

55 _ l.Opogg f — (op + 1.5gi + 0.05g2 + 03)] 
i=l 

= 0, 

db:K 
56 

i=L 

p6o+1.561+0,0562 +63 

(Fi — (gp + QiATa -H a2A",2 + a3A"i3)'^ 
g2(6o+6iXii+62X12+63X13) - 1 = 0, 

56 ( 1 
E log,—= 

1=1 y i,v27r 
— (ftp + b]_Xii + 

= 0, 

= 0, 

[loge tj — (qq + QiATji + a2Xi2 + g3A',3)]'^ ] _ _ 
2e2(6o+6iXii+62Xi2+63Xi3) J ~ 

For any given time, t ,  these equations are solved numerically. Two sets of solutions 

are found for a given t. Substituting one of two solutions into the reliability function 
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of Eq. (4.35) at a time, the small one of yielded reliability is the 90% lower, one

sided LR confidence limit for that operating time, t. The results are shown in Fig. 

4.5. 

4.4.3 Case 4.3 - Multiple-Stress with a Large Scale of Censoring 
Using the Weibull Log-linear Model 

The temperature-voltage ALT, where two hundred (200) devices were tested at 

four stress combinations with 165 suspended items, was studied in Case 2.4. The 

Weibull distribution was used to represent the times-to-failure data with 

'oSe ^ A I + 0,2^2: 

and 

3 = constant, 

where 

Y 
'  ^ T 

and 

A2 = log,K 

Based on these test data, the ML estimators of the model parameters were obtained 

in Case 2.4, or 

3 = 2.815, 

ao = -6.074, 

o-i = 6,066.2, 

da = -1.412, 



Fig. 4.5 - The reliability functions of the DC motor under the normal 
use condition for Case 4.2. 
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and the sample log likelihood function has its maximum value of 

loge L no, 01,02) = -277.641. 

Assume that these devices are normally operating under the conditions of the tem

perature of 40°C and the voltage of 6 V, or 

and 

X2U = log« 6 ^ 1.792. 

Under the use conditions, the Weibull scale parameter is estimated from 

fj _ pOo+diXitz+djA'au 

or 

fl = 47,899.8 hr. 

The estimated reliability for a given operating time, i, therefore, is given by 

R [ t )  

or 

R [ t )  =  e  U7,899.8-) . (4.45) 

For example, if the design life is 10,000 hours, the reliability of these devices will be 

! 10.000 
= 10,000 hr) = e V 47.899.8; ^ 

or 

R{1 = 10,000 hr) S0.99. 
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This number is concluded based on these test data. Actually, there is a 50% possi

bility that the reliability of these devices for 10,000-hr of service will be less than 

0.99. To make the conclusion more conservative, or to ensure the reliability with a 

higher assurance, the lower, one-sided confidence limit on the reliability at a high 

confidence level is preferred, such as 90% confidence interval, which is determined 

next. 

SOLUTION TO CASE 4.3 

Step 1 -Establish the ALT model. 

Two acceleration stresses, temperature and voltage, were used in the ALT. 

The Weibull distribution is used to model the times to failure of these devices 

at any stress combination. The times-to-failure pdf is 

where 

3 = constant 

^ — 0.Q + a^Xi + a2^^2) 

and 

.Y2 = log,V. 

Step 2 -Find the point ML estimators for the model parameters. 

See Section 2.4.4 for details. 
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Step 3 -Determine the normal use, or operating conditions. 

Xw = 0.032, 

X2U = 1-792. 

Step 4 -Define the reliability at use condition as a function of the model parameters. 

Under the VVeibull assumption, the reliability of these devices at normal op

erating condition is given by 

or 

R{3, QQ, ai ,  ca) = , 

R{3, ao, ai, 05) = e (4.46) 

Step 5 -Determine the 80% joint LR confidence region for the model parameters. 

Based on the ML large sample theory, Eq. (4.11), 

r> f n i__ ao, Ol, 02) ^ . 2 1 _ n on 
P i -2 lOge - . ^ — < \o.20,4 f = 0-80. 

I L(,J, oq, Ci, a-ij  )  

Therefore, the 80% joint LR confidence region for J, oq, oi and ao is defined 

by 

. • N I  ^{Pi ®0) Oil 0?) ^ 2 
-2 loge —r-: ^ —• < Xo.20,4. 

L(p, oq, Ci, a^) 

or 

1 2 
logei^(,5, ao, ai, 02) > \oge L{i3, do, di, 02) - •^Xo.2o,j- (^•-^7) 
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From the solution to Case 2.4, 

loggL(/}, ao, di, da) =-277.641. 

•And from the tables [59], 

•Vo.20,4 ~ 5.989. 

The sample log likelihood function is 

•200 

loge L = ^W, [logg /? — p{an + aiyYji -f 00X^2) 4- {i3 — 1) logg f,] 

ygOo+ai-'^il+Oi'Yij  J 

Substituting these quantities into Eq. (4.47), yields the 80% joint confidence 

region for the parameters, 

200 

Yi [loge 3 — 3{ao + oiAji + 02X^2) + (/3 — I) logg <,] 
1=1 

- (——V——> -277.641 - ̂(5.989), ygao+ai'Y,i+Q2Xi2y 2 

or 

200 
H Wi [logg — 3{aQ + aiyYii + caXja) + {3 — 1) logg i,| 

1=1 

+ (4.48) 

Step 6 -Define the lower, one-sided confidence limit on the reliability. 

The lower confidence limit on the reliability is the minimum value of the 

reliability function defined on the boundary- of the joint confidence region for 

the model parameters, or 

Rli = , niin R{0, Oq, ai, 02), 
J,ao,ai,a2 
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subject to the constraint of 

\og^ L{f3, no, Oi, AQ) + 280.59 = 0. 

Step 7 -Simplify the objective function. 

If the objective function is worked out directly, the solution process would be 

more complicated. Recognize that logg(— logg R) is a monotonically decreas

ing function of R, and it has a more simple expression of 

'oge{— loge R) = [logg t - (ao + aiXm + a2X2u)\ 

or 

logg(- logg R) = [logg t  -  {ao + 0.0032ai -H 1.792a2)j 3. 

Therefore, the optimization is revised as 

max [logg t  — {ao + 0.0032ai -I- 1.792a2)] J, 
J,ao,a1,02 

subject to the constraint of 

logg L(,5, Co, Oi, Og)-i-280.59 = 0. 

Step 8 -Use the Lagrange multiplier method to solve the constrained optimization. 

Define the new objective function as 

S{3, QQ) Oi, 02) = [^^Se ^ ~ {*^0 -l-0.0032ai -h 1.792a2)] 

+-^['060 ®0) oi, 02) + 280.59]. 
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The problem is transferred to an unconstrained optimization by 

max S(,(3, no, a^, ca). 
J,ao,ai,02 

The optimal solutions can be obtained by solving 

= [^oSe ^ ~ (^0 "I" 0.0032ai 4- 1.792a2)] 

200 f 

+Ai:n'. 
1=1 I 

— — {qq -h Oi ATu + 02X12) + logg 

- ( + x+ X (  y goo+oi X,i+02X^2 / ® \ 
t i  

dS ,  

duQ ^ 

gao+aiXii+02X,2 

a 

= 0, 

Q C  2 0 0  

— = 0.0032 + XT 
5ai 

dS ,  .  ̂  

goo+ai X,i+a2Xi2 

k 

) -VV. = 0, 

( 

i=l 

goo+ai Xii+02^(2 

4 

) -m X,i = 0, 

f 1 - w \gao+aiXii+a2X,2 J '  Xi2 = 0, 

and 

dS 
— = ['°Se 3 ~ ^{^0 + OlA'ii + 02^,2) + (/? - 1) logg ̂ ,] 

. =  L  

- { ^ v\ V V + 280.59 = 0. 
g O O + O l  A , i + a 2  A i 2  j  

For any given time t, two sets of solutions are found, one corresponding to 

the maximum and the other to the minimum. 

Step 9 -Obtain the 90% lower, one-sided confidence limit on the reliability. 

Substitute the solutions obtained in Step 8 into the reliability function of Eq. 

(4.46). The smaller value is the 90% lower, one-sided LR confidence limit on 

the reliability. The results are shown in Fig. 4.6 
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Fig. 4.6 — The reliability functions of the electromechanical devices un
der the normal use condition for Case 4.3. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

5.1 SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

With modern technology, the demand for accelerated life tests, in which more than 

one stress is often involved, is greatly increasing. The development of multiple-

stress life tests has been hindered by the difficulty of performing adequate and 

satisfactory data analysis. When two, three or more stresses exist, even a computer 

analysis can be formidable [79]. The parameter estimation for the ALT models 

has attracted more and more attention recently. The Weibull and lognormal log-

linear models, as two general .A.LT families, cover almost all .A.LT models which 

are currently used in reliability engineering. The maximum likelihood estimates, 

as the number-one choice of the point estimate and only one choice for some cases 

by the reliability engineer and statisticians, have well-developed theories. However, 

the log likelihood functions of the studied models are shaped peculiarly. Robust 

and powerful numerical algorithms are essential for the successful implementation 

of the ML estimation. The likelihood ratio confidence intervals have been concluded 

generally to be the best among the available appro.ximate confidence methods, based 

on recent research. New approaches to obtain the ML point estimates for the 

parameters of both Weibull and lognormal log-linear models and the algorithm 

to obtain the LR confidence limits on the reliability have been proposed in this 

study. The methods and procedures have been developed and their virtues have 

been demonstrated with numerical examples of actual ALT data. 
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5.1.1 The Point Maximum Likelihood Estimation 

For the ML estimates for the parameters of both log-linear models, the following 

have been established: 

1. A robust and powerful double-IRWLS algorithm to determine the ML esti

mates for the parameters of the Weibull log-linear model has been derived 

and investigated. 

(a) The computation formulas have been derived and the procedures pro

vided. They are easily programmed. 

(b) The proposed method is derived directly for the generalized Weibull log-

linear model; i.e., for multiple stresses with stress-dependent 

(c) The proposed method can be applied to complete, and censored data, as 

well. 

(d) The proposed method has no computation problem at all. It is numeri

cally stable and always converges to the MLE. 

(e) The proposed method does not depend much on the starting values. The 

standard starting values work very well. 

(f) The proposed method converges quite fast. 

2. .A.n effective double-IRWLS algorithm to determine the ML estimates for the 

parameters of the lognormal log-linear model has been derived and investi

gated. 

(a) The computation formulas have been derived and the procedures pro

vided. They are easily programmed. 
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(b) The proposed method is derived directly for the generalized lognormal 

log-linear model; i.e., for multiple stresses with stress-dependent a. 

(c) The proposed method can be applied to complete, and censored data as 

well. 

(d) The proposed method has no computation problems at all. It is numer

ically stable and always converges to the MLE. 

(e) The proposed method does not depend much on the starting values. The 

standard starting values work very well. 

(f) The proposed method usually converges quite fast. When data with 

heavy censoring are involved, the method takes quite a few iterations to 

converge to its solution. 

3. Computer programs to execute the parameter estimations for both models 

are provided in .Appendices E and F. 

4. The proposed method can surely be used for the log-linear models of other 

distributions within the exponential family. 

5. The proposed approach generalizes a long-standing method to obtain the MLE 

for the .A.LT and other models which have two sets of unknown parameters, 

one in the mean function and another in the variance function. 

5.1.2 The Likelihood Confidence Limits on the Reliability Under 
Normal Use Stresses 

The likelihood-ratio confidence-bound method is successfully applied to calculate 

the confidence limits on the reliability for a given operating time under operating 

conditions. 
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1. The method and procedure for computing the one-sided and two-sided like

lihood ratio limits on the reliability under normal operating conditions have 

been developed. 

2. The presented method has been illustrated with numerical examples. 

3. The LR method generally yields conservative results for the reliability values. 

4. The proposed method can also be employed to calculate the LR confidence 

limits on the percentile of a life distribution. For example, it can be used 

to construct the design curve of the fatigue strength from fatigue test data, 

which usually is lower, one-sided 90% confidence limit on the 0.99 - S - N 

curve; i.e., for 90% of the time, at least 99 percent of the fatigue life is greater 

than the calculated value. 

5. The study in Chapter 4 has established a general method to calculate the 

likelihood-ratio confidence limits on a function of unknown parameters, based 

on the sample data. 

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES 

The data analysis for the accelerated life tests is a difficult task, and a compli

cated process. This research deals with the parameter estimation only, and has 

not reached other stages in the process of data analysis. Basically, this research 

accomplishes the model fitting only. Other problems in data analysis have not been 

touched yet. More research work, improvements and explorations are needed in the 

future. The following are recommendations to continue on this topic: 

I. The convergence rate of iteration for the lognormal log-linear model needs to 

be speeded up, especially when a large number of suspensions are present. 
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2. Instead of using the Newton-Raphson method to start deriving the IRVVLS 

procedures, the Fisher's score method could be used also in the same manner. 

This idea can be applied for both models and other models. It may speed up 

the convergence rate. 

3. The proposed method may be extended beyond the exponential-family-type 

generalized linear models. 

4. Based on the proposed method, a general robust method to calculate the 

maximum likelihood estimates may be established for the complex models 

with more than two sets of unknown parameters. 

5. .A. statistical model checking method has to be established. The test data 

can be fitted to many .A.LT models, using the proposed methods. However, 

which model fits the data "'best"? The theory and criteria for checking the 

model have not been well developed. The method and procedure need to be 

provided. 

6. After fitting the test data to an .\LT model, a decision rule is needed to 

conclude the accelerated life test and to extract ultimately knowledge from 

the test. Generally, this decision rule has not been deeply enough studied and 

developed as yet. 

7. A general method to calculate the LR confidence limits on a function of model 

parameters has been developed in this research. However, the method leads 

to a series of simultaneous nonlinear equations with many unknowns. An 

effective algorithm has to be developed to successfully implement the proposed 

method. 
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8. It has been found in this research that the LR confidence limits on the re

liability tend to be too conservative when the data have a large number of 

suspensions, and when the model has many unknown parameters to be esti

mated from test data, and when the sample size is quite small, especially for 

the one-sided limit. Much effort has been devoted to small sample size correc

tions of the LR confidence intervals for the parameters. [10]. The ideas may 

be used to develop the correction factors for the reliability bounds. Otherwise, 

the Monte Carlo Simulation method may be used to establish the corrections. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE GENERALIZED LINEAR MODEL 

(GLM) 

A.l-The Classical Linear Model 

Suppose that a linear form explains the relationship between a response variable 

Y and a set of input variables Xi, A'2, • • •, In an experiment with N > m 

observations, the observation model is given by 

Vi = 3o + diXti + + • • • + Pm^im + fji ' = 1, 2, . . . , N, 

where the Q'jS are m + 1 model parameters. Assume that the error terms, e^s, are 

independently and identically distributed (i.i.d) A/'(0, a) random variables, or the 

response variables are independent and normally distributed with 

E  { ¥ )  =  3 o  +  A X i  +  3 2 ^ 2  +  •  •  •  +  3 m X m ,  

and 

V A R { Y )  =  a - .  

This linear model is called the Classical Linear Model, which results in the equiva

lence between the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimate and the maximum likeli

hood estimate (MLE). The estimates for the model parameters, 3jS, are obtained 

by 

B = (X^X)-^X^Y, 

where X is the N x {m + 1) model matrix which includes all N sets of the input 

observations, and Y is the N vector which contains all response values, and B is 

the m + l vector of all unknown parameters. 
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A.2-Generalization 

In summary, the classical linear model has three-part specifications: 

1. The response variables, V, are independently, normally distributed with E{Y) = 

/z and constant variance, a^. 

2. The input variables Xi, Xo, • • •, A'^ produce a linear predictor h defined by 

h = Po + PiXi + • • • + prn-^m-

3. The l ink function between the expected value of the response and the input 

variables is 

h = li.  

The classical model is generalized by introducing a new concept, h. The gener

alized linear model (GLM) was proposed by Nelder and Wedderburn (1972). This 

model allows two extensions from the classical linear model. First, the distribution 

of the responses may come from the exponential family, other than the normal dis

tribution. Secondly, instead of an identity function for the link, the link function 

may be any monotonic differentiable function. Thus, a generalized linear model has 

three components: 

1. Response variables V'l, Y2, •• •, Vlv which are assumed to share the same dis

tribution from the exponential family with EiXi) = jjLi. 

2. k set of parameters Jqi • * *. Pm, and regression variables A'l, X2, • • •, A'^, 

which form a linear predictor 

h — do + 3iXi H h 0rn^m-
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3. A monotone link function g such that 

hx =g{i^i).  

It is very important to note that for all the distributions that belong to the 

exponential family, only the normal has a homogeneous variance. Thus, the ordinary 

least squares (OLS) are not appropriate for the GLM. 
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APPENDIX B 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE DEPENDENT 

VARIABLE FOR THE GIM 

The log likelihood function of the GLM is given by 

Taking the derivative respect to the linear coefficients, in the canonical param

eter, by the chain rule, yields the maximum likelihood equations for 3jS, or 

U.fJ,UlbU,Uj 

dd 

and 

dh'^id) V 
~ a(<p)'  

where V is the variance of Y, then 

dfi _ V 
d6 a{(p)'  

Define the weight [V such that 

From h — 3q -¥• 3iXi + • • • + 

iV Y a 
^^^eL = Y.-^ + c{Y„ (t>). 

.=i a(«^) 

db{d) 

Then, 
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Substitution of these into the ML equations, yields 

or 

aiog, L ^Yi- ^ ^ 
~Sa- = t 5^'^' = "• 

aioggL ,rxrdh^ 

dPj ^ d/z 

Assume the current estimate ,i3js are available. The new estimates, 3'j's, can be 

updated using the Fisher's scoring method, or 

aiog,i " 

h 

52 loggZ:' 

d0j0k 
(4' - ,5fc) = 0, 

where 

"SMog^Ll 

d0jf3k 1=1 

or 

=£-WXjX,.  

The Fisher's scoring equation, then, becomes 

^ dh ^ 
^w(Y, - ̂ )-x, + -£T. - 4) = 0, 
t=l A=Oi=l 

or 

y 

i=l 
h + {Yi — /i) 

,v 
.Y, - Y, ̂ VXj Z = 0. 

:=l A:=0 

This equation has the form of the normal equation for the weighted least squares 

with the weight of W and dependent variate of 

/I + (y. -
dn 
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APPENDIX C 
THE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 

FAMILY 

The pdf of a distribution from the exponential family takes the form of 

y\ 

where 6 is the canonical parameter, or the natural location parameter, and 0 is 

the dispersion parameter, or the natural scale parameter, and a(-), b{-) and c(-) are 

specific functions. For example, the normal distribution has the pdf of 

m = 

cr v27r 

which also can be expressed as 

so that the normal distribution is a member of the exponential family with 

6 = n, 

0 = 0-^, 

a(0) = 0, 

m =  2 ,  

and 

c(y, 0) = 3 + loge(27ra^) 

The mean and variance of V can be derived easily from the well known relations of 
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and 

where I is the log likelihood function for a single observation. For a distribution 

from the exponential family, 

, i/^ -

Therefore, 

dl 1 f  db{d)\ 

09 ~ a{0) dd J '  

and 

52/ 1 cPb{d) 

Oe^ ~ a[4>) dd-^ '  

Hence, 

SO that 

" = 

Similarly, 

p(^\^p(Ey 1 d'HO) , VARjY) 
\de^ 1 yaej a{$) dS" a\(t>) 

SO that 

VAR(Y) = a(4,)^^.  

It is easy to prove that the normal, exponential, gamma, Poisson and binomial 

distributions are members of the exponential family. For detail information see [13]. 
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APPENDIX D 
THE WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES (WIS) 

Consider a linear model 

V'i = /?0 + + • • • + 

where the error terms have a zero mean and unequal variances, or 

E{y.) = 0, 

and 

VAR{\]) = al 

Clearly, it is not a classic linear model. The ordinary least squares estimation does 

not apply and it is necessary to amend the procedure for obtaining the estimates of 

the model parameters. The generalized model under consideration are, in matri.x 

format, 

Y = XB + e, 

where 

E{e) = 0, 

and 

VAR{e) = V. 

The diagonal elements are unequal, which means the variances of the observations 

are not all equal, and the ofF-diagonal elements may be not zero, which mean that 

the observations may be correlated. Suppose that an N x iV matrix C such that C 
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is symmetric and C^C = CC^ = a^V~K The variance-covariance matrix of Ce is 

given by 

V A R ( C e )  = CVC^, 

= a2C(C-^C-'^)C^, 

= a^CC-'C-^C^, 

or 

V A R { C e )  =  a ^ I .  

Multiplying both sides of the linear model by C, gives 

CY = CXB + Ce. 

Now, define 

Z = CY, 

W = CX, 

and 

d = Ce. 

Then, the linear form becomes 

Z = WB + d, 

where the error term 

£:(d) = 0, 

and 

V A R { d )  =  ( tH .  
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Thus, the generalized linear model is reduced to the classical linear model. There

fore, the least squares estimates can be applied, or 

B = (W^W)-^W^Z. 

Substituting X, Y and C back for W and Z, the estimates become 

B = [{CX)^{CX)]"'(CX)^(CY), 

= (X^C^CX)-^(X^C^CY), 

or the well-known weighted least squares (WLS) of 

B = (X^V-^X)-^X^V-^Y. 

It is very important that, when the error terms have distributions from the expo

nential family, the weighted least squares estimates turn out to be the maximum 

likelihood estimates [93]. 
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APPENDIX E 
GLOBAL CONVERGENCE OF THE 

PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

The algorithm starts out on constructing the GLM of 

K = ao + fli-'Vi + • • • 4" (ixn,Xjn + e, 

where Y is from the exponential family. 

Assuming 6^s are known (fixing 6^s at their current values), the MLE of a'jS are 

obtained by maximizing the sample log likelihood function. It is known [93]that 

the optimum solution is the same as that of minimizaing the expression 

^ [Vj — (Qq + Ql-rVtl -I 

VciriY,) 

where Var{Yi) is the variance of Yi or e^. This implys that the above weighted least 

squares (WLS) is equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimation. For details on 

this general equivalence see McCullagh and Nelder [78] [93]. 

Since the variance of VI depends on a^s, the solutions of a^s to 

max L ^a, ft) 

are actually obtained through the IRVVLS. For details on the equivalence of the 

IRWLS to a GLM and the MLE, see references [27] [38] [93]. 

Since this simple IRWLS is a fixed point algorithm [11] [38], the IRWLS always 

gives the unique solution to the WLS of 

A= (X^V-^X)"'X^V-^Y, 

or the IRWLS converges to the unique solutions of a'jS to 

max L (a, 6) . 
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Similarly, applying the IRVVLS to the GLM of 

Z = bo + b\Xi + -- --h bjnXm 4- £ 

gives the unique solutions of b'jS to 

max L (a, k) • 

On the other hand, the global convergence has been showed, under the regular 

exponential family, of iterative maximization procedures with cyclic fixing of groups 

of parameters, maximizing over the remaining parameters [13] [52]. The existence 

and uniqueness have been established. Hence, repeating 

max L ^a, 6^ 

and 

max L (a, b) 

always converges to the unique solution to 

ma.x L (a, b). 

Thus, cyclic applying of the IRWLS to the GLM of 

V = Oq "H CZiA^i + • • • + CLrnXm + C 

and applying of the IRVVLS to the GLM of 

^ = 6o + b\X\ + • • • + brnXm + c 

yields the MLE of the model parameters of a^s and 6^s. 
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APPENDIX F 
COMPUTER PROGRAM IN MATHCAD6.0 

FOR ESTIMATION OF THE WEIBULL 
LOG-LINEAR MODEL 

This computer program developed to calculate the maximum likelihood 
estimators of the parameters for the Weibull log-linear AL T models with 
multiple stresses and stress-dependent beta on the censored data. It is 
in MathCad 6.0 format. 

An input data file in free data format needs to be developed to run this program. 

Input Parameters: 

N = total number of test units. 
m = the number of stresses. 
X = the transformed stresses, an N*m matrix. 
t =times to failure or censoring time, an N-vector. 
W = censoring indicator vector. 
bO = initial value= 1.0. 

Output results: 

H = MLE output vector, including aj's and bj's. 

Input N, m, X, t, W 

110. = 0.25 ;- 1.5. w. 
r I I 

MLE(bO) = b ~bo 
0 

r m 
while 1

1 

~ ! a. - aa. l~ ~ 1 b. - bb. i > o.ooooo1 
~ I J J ' J J , 

lj = 0 

for i E o .. N - 1 
m 

~ b.·X .. 1 

~ J I,J ! 
; j = 0 

! \ w ln · II· · · 1 . r1 1 1 
Y. ~ln ( t. \ - - ' -' ----

I · I J 
\ ~i ~i.~i ~i 



aaf-a 

( T \· I T 
af- \ X ·Y·X; ·X ·V·Y 

for i E o .. N - 1 

( m 
1li f- exp ·1 ~ a.· X . . 

~ J I,J 

\ j = 0 

1 ( \ ~j 
~i._ I ~ J 

\111 , 
for j e o .. m 

bb.f- b. 
J J 

bbb.f- 0 
J 

m 

while ~ 1 b. - bbb. i > o.ooooo1 
~ J J ~ 

j = 0 

for i e o .. N - 1 

u.f-
1 

expl ~ 
\ . 

t. \ \ J = 0 
I ~ 

I - i 
1li I 

\ 
I 

i 
b.·X . . : 
J I ,J ; 

; 

u . . f- j u.·ln (u. - rw. - u. \ l·ln fu. ) 
I , I L I l i I l j : \ I 

!- W. 7" (W· - u. \) ·ln (u.\ ... 
' I I I l j 

( m \ 
+ i- f W. - u.\ - u.·ln fu. ) l·ln fu. \ ·1 ~ b.· X .. : 

i_ . I 1) I \ I : 1\ IJ \ ~ J I,J I 

Z.f-
1 

bbbf- b 

( 
T \ - 1 T 

bf- X ·U·X; ·X ·U·Z 

\ j = 0 

u . . 
1,1 

for j E o .. m 

H. f-a. 
J J 

H. f-b. 
J r m .. I J 

H 

168 
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APPENDIX G 
COMPUTER PROGRAM IN MATHCAD6.0 

FOR ESTOMATION OF THE 
LOGNORMAL LOG-LINEAR MODEL 

This computer program developed to calculate the maximum likelihood 
estimators of the parameters for the lognormal log-linear AL T models with 
multiple stresses and stress-dependent beta on the censored data. It is in 
MathCad 6.0 format. 

· An input data file in free data format needs to be developed to run this program. 

Input .Parameters: 

N = total number of test units. 
m = the number of stresses 
X = the transformed stresses, an N*m matrix. 
Y = log times to failure or log censoring time, an N-vector. 
W = censoring indicator vector. 
c = initial value. 
d = initial value. 

Output results: 

H = MLE output vector, including aj's and bj's. 

Input N, m, X, Y, W 

M(c,d) = 3.o~c 

b0~d 

i rn 
while i. '\' ' a . - aa.j - ' b. - bb.! >0 .000000 1 

~ : J L ! J J1 
~ j = 0 

for j e 0 .. m 

l
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